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CONTRACT BRIDGE

List Of the Local Players

Subscriptions (3 00 per year payable In
advance: single copies three cente
Who Have Registered For
Advertising rates baaed upon circula
tion a-id very reasonable
NEW8PAPER HISTORT
the Olympic
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 18*8 In 187* the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Residents of Knox County partici
In 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed its name to pating in the World Bridge Olympic
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897
Tuesday evening, Peb. 4. will experi

ence the thrill of knowing that con
tract bridge players ln metropolises
•••
Teach me to feel another's woe.
••• to hide the fault I tee —Alcxan- -s. ( and remote hamlets in all corners of
•w der Pope
, the earth will be testing their skill at
••• ••• "•■••••••••• ••• gl ; the same hour with the same hands.
«♦Mrs. Charles R. Decker local game 1
WAS ELECTED PRESIDENT
‘ captain states that a report from the i
Rev. Hilda L. Ives of Portland was committee In charge of the Olympic
named president of the New England contains the information that 500 i
Town and Country Church Commis- more Chinese bridge players than last
s'on at its annual meeting at the 1 year have already enrolled; that four
Congregational Hcuse In Boston Fri blind persons have entered in New
day. Mrs. Ives, who has been active I York; that the number of countries
In larger parish work in Maine, suc ( represented this year has increa'd
ceeds the late Dr. Kenyon L. Butter ( from 65 to 70; that hands will be
field. Henry F. Merrill of Portland j played, on six gigantic ocean liners
was elected one of the six New Eng enroute to distant points on the high
seas, and that the motion picture
land vice presidents.
colony will be presented by 64 promi
Discovery of a new vitamin has nent screen actors and actresses.
Among the local bridge players who
been announced by scientists at the
have
registered for the Olympic are
University of Missouri. It Ls known
as vitamin H and is found in cereal Mrs Levi Turner. Mrs. Richard Elliot,
Mrs Arthur Elliot, Mrs. Richard
grains, yeast, lard and butter.
Dunn Mrs. William Flint. Mrs. Fr«d
Overlock, Ruth Pillsbury. Alice Col
lamore, and Mrs. Oeorge Newbert of
Warren.
Oame Captain Mrs. C. R. Decker
announces that the tournament will
be held at Knox Hotel and any other
players who may wish to enter the
Worlds Championship event can
communicate with her at Cushing

TITUS KNOWS HIS
BIG TIMBER LORE
‘Flame in the Forest’ Author
Born, Reared in Woods.

Et
Harold Titus

Harold Titus, whose fast-moving
serial story, "Flame ln the Forest,"
appears serially ln this newspaper,
was born ln Traverse City, Michi
gan, at the end of the white pine
era, and he still lives there ln a
home perched on a hill overlooking
Grand Traverse Bay,
Writing has been bis vocation for
twenty years. All of hls books have
been outdoor yarns, and most of hls
several hundred short stories as
well. Since 1927 he has served as a
member of Michigan's Conservation
Commission, which keeps him ln the
closest possible touch with forest,
fish and game affairs. His particu
lar activity Is ln forest fire con
trol and reforestation. In 1931 the
University of Michigan gave him an
honorary Master of Arts degree In
recognition of the influence of hla
novel "Timber!" on the reforesta
tion movement and of hls work for
conservation.
The reviewer of the Boston
Globe said of "Flame in the For
est” : "This new novel is a roaring
story of adventure In the wood
lands.” And that's Just what it Is.
You'll enjoy every chapter. Don't
forget to follow lt as It unfolds
from week to week In the columns
of this newspaper.
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AMERICAN SHIPS

THREE CENTS A COPY

KICKAPOO GOING OUT OF COMMISSION

Lincoln Colcord Gives a Con-,
cise Review Of Tribute
Paid By Chapell
A man has arisen at last among
the ranks of the nautical writers to
give Maine ships their proper place
In the development of the American
merchant marine, and lhe tilings he
has said about It are carrying' far
and wide and becoming firmly
established in our shipping history.
The man is Howard I. Chapelle, naval
architect and author of a previous
work, "The Baltimore Clippers," in
the series of sea books issued by the
Maine Research Society of Salem,
who has now published hls great
study of the whole development of
American ship design. "The History
of American Sailing Ships."
This handsome and satisfying book,
appearing just before Christmas, has
already made publishing history. A
work that could appeal only to those
with a keen nautical interest, it
swept the holiday non-fiction market
in New York and other large cities,
and within a month after publica
tion had gone into Its fourth printing.
A limited edition of 110 copies at
I $27 50 wa.s over-subscribed before
publication.
• • • •

Tuesday
Issue

Volume 91................... Number 12.

PAYABLE ON JUNE 15TH

Bonus Bill Became a Law Yesterday—Knox
County Gets $420,961
"magnitude" of the task—requiring
"between 2500 and 3000 additional
personnel working approximately six
months to do this Job.” He urged
“patience" upon veterans. Refrain
In the second of two statements from writing follow-up letters after
issuing quickly from the White House filing an application, he advised,
the President opened a drive to lessen j Secretary Morgenthau told newspathe strain on the Treasury by argu- permen the Treasury would be ready
ing to veterans that they should not to pay off by next June 15—the date
cash their bonds but hold them as when the bonds are cashable. He
"nest eggs."
estimated a total of 38.000.000 sepaAdminLstration leaders have es'l- rate bonds will be needed,
mated that not more than one bil-j Passage of the bonus bill makes
lion dollars will be needed to meet1 $12,121,627 available to 36.281 World
the first rush of demands for thc War veterans living In Maine.
The number of veterans, and the
cashing the bonds, and the President
apparently intended to keep the fig amounts due them, by counties, in
this territory, Include:
ure below this If possible.
Hancock County, 1267—$466,988.
Within a little more than two hours
Knox County. 1010-$420.961.
after the Senate voted, Mr. Roose
Lincoln County, 4754—$235,585.
velt said In his first statement that
Waldo County. 607-$308.367.
the Treasury and Veterans' Admini
Under the terms of the bill the
stration had been directed to pay as
soon as possible. He warned of the) transactions begin June 15.

By a vote of 78 to 19 yesterday the
Senate over-rode President Roose
velt's veto and the bonus law b“came a reality.

H1
j®

wife
So it's good-bye to the “Kick"

The ice-breaker Kickapco. which i rheumatism, and is entitled to a comha, been operating In connection | fortable resting place for her venerable bones.
with the local Coast Guard base for
The decommissioning of the Kicka number of years, has been ordered apoo doesn't mean that the local
out of commission. and will cease to Coast Guard base Ls to be abandoned,
function April 1st, according to an lor after all the craft sort of served
CAPT. BILL PLEASED
BORE THE BRUNT
i as a mother to a whole fleet of small
nouncement made last Saturday.
The craft has had a strenuous ex er boats which have been called into
Tlie answer to all this Is that the
Harbor Was Very Sky Santa Claus Gets a Very
perience since coming to this port. play In the seizure of contraband and Dark
number of readers who love ships | Ordered here primarily for duty in
the saving of life and property.
Nice Letter From 'Boon
Roughly Used During the
and the sea ls growing larger every
In this connection lt is a source of
Penobscot Bay as an aid to winter
Island Light
day; between those who have taken
Recent Storm
navigation, her services have often much satisfaction to note that Capt.
up the hobby of making ship models
R.
C.
Jewell
has
well
recovered
from
been invoked to keep the Penobscot
Among the many letters received
The recent storm did considerable
and those who respond to the ro
open, and at Bangor, particularly, she hLs surgical operation and will soon
by
Captain W. H. Wincapaw after
dtmage
along
the
waterfront
of
Dark
mance of stories about ships and
lias been handed numberless bouquets again be at the helm for the hand
hls
Christmas flight over the Maine
the unique Interest connected with
for the fine work that has been done ling of the duties which he so capably Harbor's summer resort Many of the
shipping history, this number repre
coast
light Stations none pleased
manages
private piers belonging to the sumeach succeeding winter.
DIBORDS PETITIONS
sents a large section of the reading
him
quite
so much as the one here
Meantime some comfort is being mer resident’s cottages were badly
These activities, however, have had
public The time has now arrived
a
telling
effect
even
upon
the
Kickdrawn
from
the
unauthorized
report
Mattered
ant
j
.several
boats
which
had
granted:
Are Now In Circn’atior.—Not Golne
when a nautical work of this sort,
FICHT
apoo's tough constitution. The crafi that another boat may be sent here | not been taken out of the water were
"Our thank you' letter is very late
T» Step Out In Brann'! Favor
professionally written and dealing
INFANTILE
now has indigestion, neuritis and to replace the Kickapoo.
in
reaching you. but it doesn't mean
Papers of P. Harold Dubord. Demo
with a technical subject, can be pubwashed ashore and practically de
PARALYSIStf
that
your packages were not ap
cratic National Committeeman, for
1 ilshed successfully in the commercial
related to the famous clipper Sea first six-master schooner ever built. molished.
preciated. In fact, I doubt if there
his party's U. S. Senatorial nominafield and have a popular sale.
V
Witch, designed by Griffiths, in that and who probably has designed and
Among the piers damaged were was a station ln all the District which
{tion in Maine are being circulated.
! Portland residents should have a
she had the flaring topsides amid- built more fine schooners than any those belonging to J. Kersley Mitchell. really enjoyed the packages as much.
Dubord mailed out 4000 petitions
in
"The
History
of
■
j special Interest
ships. Thc Hyde, thqugh fuller-ended man living today in Maine.
i Mrs. Edward Brandigee, Mrs Gustav You see. yours was our only Christ
from his office in V.
Tlv
American Sailing Ships." since a
than the extreme clippers, was a very
Lincoln Colcord in Portland Sun- Kissel and Mrs Oouverneur Cadwal- mas package—it still is. as we have
action dispelled whatever expectations
former Portland boy. Storer B. Lunt,
now'secreta'ry’o'f the'publishing house
sh‘P' ^ause ot
f,lne run day Telegram.
der. These are all located inside well been unable to get our mail yet. and
political observers might have held
land-locked lower Gllkey's Harbor, so Christmas to us was the contents
of
W.
W
Norton
&
Company
in
New
and
easy
lines
'
Her
sall
‘
P
lan
was
that
he
wculd
withdraw
to
permit
A ticket to happiness.
and
their destruction is evidence of of the packages you dropped.
York,
has
been
largely
responsible
for
,
*
fl
.
!
Proportioned
and
handsome;
the
Oov. Brann to seek the post.
HIS
EIGHTY-EIGHTH
COURT OF HONOR
“Other 'off-shore' stations are
Brann announced last week he
the ferocity of the gale which raked
Its appearance and successful promo- Hy* did not lack 5,11 ™s Ship
It brings you a merry
was
justly
considered
the
finest
often
spoken of but Boon Island is
would not run for a third guberna
the
coast,
as
heretofore
only
heavy
Capt.
Henry
R.
Huntley,
tion. It was Mr. Lunt's faith that
Held Last Night By
wooden vessel of the rig ever built in
quite the 'forgotten station' and we
icc
has
wrought
them
any
harm.
torial
term.
the
thing
could
be
done
which
started
evening. It helps a
Civil War Veteran, Was
Scouts Of Troop 2—
The oil pier of Thomas C. Pendle- i have the most difficult one to land
the whole venture, and his enthusi the United States. She was not only
fast,
but
was
an
all-around
sailer,
as
Well
Remembered
During January, Printed Stationery
ton.
also within the sheltered area, at In the District. For two weeks and
derfoot
Enrollments
asm and sound nautical feeling have
victim of infantile,
' with your Name and Address or
was washed away, the pipe line was over, it has been far too rough to
been its mainstay throughout. Mr well as a carrier."
Capt. Henry R Huntley, chaplain
An interesting Court cf Honor was
broken and sections of it washed onto land here. You can realize what an
, Monogram actually costs less than
Lunt is a frequent visitor to Maine,
paralysis.
of
Edwin Libby Post. OAR, cele the beach. Construction scows belong air messenger means to us. We can
conducted
last
night
in
the
Metho

plain paper and envelopes
Sec
although he no longer has a family
In a passage just previous to this,
brated his 88th birthday Sunday by ing to H. A. Babbldge. tied up near not express our thanks adequately.
samples at The Courier-Gazette office dist vestry by Dr. H V. Tweedie. connection in Portland
Mr. Chapelle has dared to tackle the
"We are no strangers to Capt.
' of RYTEX DECKLE EDGE VELLUM chairman cf the troop committee, as
question of debunking the clipper keeping open house at 57 Pleasant the pier for the winter, were torn
sisted by Committeeman Martin
from their land moorings and washed Wincapaw's kindnesses. Not many
which
is
offered
for
the
month
of
ship.
The
clipper,
he
feels,
was
'
street
the
home
of
hls
daughter.
Mrs.
TEMPLE HALL
The publishers have spared no
Graves. Assistant Scoutmaster Percy
adrift. A power boat belonging to years ago I operated the switchboard
I January only—100 Sheets and EnveL. Young, and the Scoutmaster as pains in manufacturing this volume; nothing but a commercial yacht, and Lester Plummer Capt. Huntley was Pester Ober was wrenched loose from at Swans Island and called you many
I lopes—for only $100
Better buy
lt ls probably the finest piece of was not a well balanced craft that the recipient cf many gifts and cards Ler moorings and shattered on the times in emergencies and you alsecretary'.
11-12 I boxes and boxes of It!—adv.
|fou!d hold
hoId her own in
ln thi
lhe d€Vel°P from out of tewn relatives and
Tests passed included; First class, bookmaking ever produced in the (could
ways responded. Last winter I
rotky shore.
Franklin Spinney: second class. American nautical field. A wealth ment of the carrying trade. She was frier.d’. ana similar remembrances
sprained my ankle and was confined
At
Seven
Hundred
Acre
Island,
Charles Douglas McMahon. Vernon and variety of illustrations fill it exaggerated in one particular, in the augmented by flowers and callers across the narrow bay from Dark six weeks to a chair Very soon
Studley. Stanley Murray. Earl Carver, from cover to cover. There are 48 search for speed, but unbalanced on from local people. Callers continued Harbor, a sloop boat belonging to after my accident you zoomed over
123T&Th-tf
Charles Murray. Merit badges were halftones of ships. 16 plates and 81 the score of cargo-capacity, and ever throughout the day and evening, and Elmer Collamore was washed ashore a,)d dropped a large package of
awarded to Charles D MacMahon for figures by the author, whose sinoe here brief day she has been in numerous were the telephone calls anc broken up On the opposite side magazines. Never did magazines look
SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
woodcarving; Vernon Studley, wood- draughtsmanship is exquisite, 48 vested with a glamor of romance extending congratulations and best of Lslesboro. the eastern landing at M K«od to me!
AND HAMBURG STEAKScarving; Richard Spear, wood work- charming line drawings by Henry that has obscured her real position wishes.
,
Dark Barbor, the wharf of Malcolm
“And so. we say, 'Many, many
(Swift's Best Heavy Western Bed—Each Serving One-half Pound I
ing public health, personal health, i Rusk, and 27 perspective drawings in shipping history.
thanks and happy landings!'"
Capt. Huntley who is one of the McLeod was badly battered.
"The clipper ship was not the high
pathfinding bird study; Earl Corner. J with a frontispiece in color by
youngest surviving Civil War veterans
-----------------Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Stockbridge
est
development of sailing ship de
flremanship.
wcodcarving;
John George C. Wales, the well known
in the city was a member of Co. B.
Boon Island Light Station.
CRESSEY CONFESSION
sign.” he says, "because of the em
Mooradian, personal health, hand!- marine artist of Boston.
York Harbor, Jan 28
14th Maine, en’ering service one day
phasis placed on speed at the expense
craft, woodcarving; Vinton Beai
a personal word might be In
before hls 17th birthday, doing so only
Is
Repudiated
By
Convict
aviation, woodturning, electricity.; order; I consider this the most signi- of cargo-capacity and operating costs. after many weeks' pleading with his
READER, YOU TELL 'EM
Who Has Just Arrived At
athletics. chemistry, metalcraft.
.ficant nautical work, all told, that ; The remarkably short career of the parents who had already seen two
ANNOUNCING CAMDEN'S
Re-registration for 1936 shows 32 has yet appeared In America. I had cllPP^r shiP- <1M® to 1859 approxi sons go Into service. Tlie stories of his
the State Prison
Rocklan|d Jan, 26
Scouts in Troop 2 which Ls the largest the pleasure of reviewing It for The mately,) as a distinct type can be experiences ln the Civil War and
Editor of The Courler-Oazette:_
re-registration group in the 10-year New york Herald-Tribune at the
tl“ u"eeonomic dcsi8n that other memories of that period have
Guy M. Cressey. 28. of Jay, who has
As some of your readers seemed to
history of this trcop Newly-enrolled time of publication, and then said wd***” developed by
thefashion
regaled many gatherings, patriotic begun serving a sentence at the State
enjoy checking up my cash-drawer I
for
speed
.
.
Much
of
the
increase
Tenderfoot 8ccuts are: Richard that it marked the coming of age of
and educaticnal, hls alert mind hav Prison for an attack on a young Liver have composed another problem for
EDDIE WHALEN’S PRIVATEERS
Harris. Ritchie Linnell. Edwin K. American nautical literature. When i in speed, ln the last clippers, was due ing retained them to a surprising de
i to increased length and harder driv
more girl, yesterday repudiated a them:
Jones and Harold W Heal.
A
ADMISSION 40 CENTS EACH
sound technical history can reach a
gree. He is a regular attendant at the
ing.
An auto and a bus. driving at con
second alleged confession of the mur
—A — Seventy Per Cent of Proceeds To Camden Relief
popular sale, the subject with which
Post meetings and other patriotic
-tr
Association
"No naval architect can accept thc
der of Annie K. Knights. 12-year-old stant speeds, start out together for
it deals has become a part of the
gatherings at Grand Army hall, and
Az A
U-12
short and full runs of the later clip- last June attended the encampment Fairfield girl, who was strangled to Boston 100 miles distant. The auto
Caution to pedestrians; Walk on body of our general culture.
'pers as indications of models capable
the left side of the road!
death Oct. 7 last, after she had been arrives In Boston just as the bus
in Portland.
In the past our interest in sea
passes an oil-station ori the way to
of extraordinary speed in proportion
ravished.
The house at 57 Pleasant street
books has been more romantic than
to their length. The fast passages where he makes hls home has four
Cressey's repudiation of the new Boston When the auto reaches Bcs
real; we have gradually been work
of the California clippers were thc generations under its roof—represent confession, alleged to have been made ton, the driver discovers that he has
ing up to an appreciation of what our
JANUARY SPECIAL!
result of great stability plus hard ed by Capt. Huntley, Mrs Plummer. in detail Saturdav morning and signed lost his spare tire Turning back, he
shipping history actually means in
picks up his tire five miles from Bos
driving, rather than fast models.”
Mr’ Elizabeth Wallis and Norma and by him. came during a three-hour
terms of the development of the na
These are revolutionary ideas, and Martha Seavey.
questioning of the man by Attorney ton and arrives at Boston Just as the
tion. And Mr. Chapelle's splendid
Mr. Chapelle will probably have to 1
General Chapman, in the presence of bus arrives there. What is the dis
book is the signpost that marks this
defend them from the attacks of all
Warden Edward P. Johnson. Ernest tance from Boston to the otl-staticn?
OGLIVIE TO ATTEND
occasion.
X
the romanticists among nautical
L. Chadbourne. captain of the guards,
• • • •
100 SHEETS
writers. The above passages will give Jefferson Farmer Will Be Present At and the clerk of the prison.
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Speaking of Maine ships, he says: an indication of the extraordinary
At the conclusion of the session,
Certified Milk Conference
100 ENVELOPES
officials said that they were right
"The movement of wooden shipbuild soundness and capacity of "The His
Isle au Haut Light reported not
George O Oglivie. Jefferson Farms. back where they were before in the
ing away from New York in the 60s tory of American Sailing Ships." The
visible
Jan. 25 Lantern glass may
Inc..
Jefferson,
will
go
to
New
York
investigation
of
the
Knights
girl
slay

made Maine supreme in American authors findings are all based on
shipbuilding ln the 70 s and 80 s. The original research, are fully supported Feb 3 to attend a conference on cer ing, though Chapman said he would be frosted. Will be attended to as
i
Postage 10c Extra
part of Maine shipbuilders and de by facts and figures, and are stated tified milk—the highest gTade of milk carefully rechcck all of the statements soon as practicable.
Burnt Coat Harbor—Fairwell Bell
signers in the history of American with a seamanlike knowledge of nau obtainable—to be held at the Hotel made in the alleged confession.
It's time to stock up on this fine Deckled Edge
Buoy,
reported capsized on Jan. 24,
While the nature of the alleged
sailing ships has never received full tical affairs that would pass muster Roosevelt.
writing paper. Many people buy from six to a
will
be
relieved as soon as practicable.
The
occasion
Is
the
annual
meeting
confession
was
not
made
public,
it
is
recognition. The so-called downeast- with the most exacting old shin
dozen boxes ln this Sale because they know
master.
that plain paper of this quality—without any
of the Metropolitan Certified Milk understood that tt was practically the May right itself when ice thaws.
ers
that
followed
the
clipper
were
al

How often we’ve
printing—costs far more than this Special
Producers with the Certified Milk same as one previously said to have
most wholly the work of these men.
Early Maine Coasters
January price.
Producers' Association of America. been made by Cressey, later repudiat YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Some of these vessels were, without
heard it! People who
The book covers fully the develop Dr. John L. Rice. Health Commis ed by him and declared by the au
doubt, thc highest development of
TWO SIZES:
If I had mr life to lire again 1 would
hare made a rule to read some poetry
knew what they want
the sailing ship; combining speed, ment of America's early naval types. sioner of New York, heads the list thorities to be worthless.
(1) Large Btfold Sheet, 84x10%
and listen to some music at least one*
wifh Wallet Flap Envelopes.
handiness, cargo-capacity and low A long chapter on the schooner rig is of speakers which includes Howard
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
ed and knew where to
(2) Small Double Sheets, 7x4% with
operating costs to a degree never ob perhaps the most original and in T. Greene of Brook Hill Farm. Gene
DEER
ISLE
BRIDGE
Pointed Flap Envelopes.
tained In any earlier square-rigger. teresting part of the discussion. Here see Depot. Wis., president of the Cer
IT NEVER COMES AGAIN
look for it ... in the
Either size furnished with Name and Address.
Every obstacle in the path of the There are gains for all our losses.
Though not as heavily sparred and again Mr. Chapelle gives proper place tified Milk Producers' Association of
There are balms for all our pain.
Blue ink. on the Sheets and Envelopes, or
canvassed as thc clippers, the down- to the early Maine coasters, as well America; Prof. C. B. Bender. New Jer construction of the Deer Lsle-Sedg- But when youth, the dream, departs.
Rafted Monogram on 8heets. printed in green,
WANT-ADS
as to the later Maine four, five, and sey Agricultural Experiment Station, wick bridge has been cleared away It takes something from our hearts.
easters
nevertheless
had
enough
sail
red or blue Ink, Envelopes Plain.
And It never comes again.
si)t-masters of steadily Increasing New Brunswick. N. J.; Dr. L. J. Wil by the local committee and the start
area to drive them at great speed.
We
are stronger, and are better.
in
son, Borden-Walker-Gordon Labora cf construction now awaits the ar
“The Henry B. Hyde,” Mr size.
Under manhood's sterner reign:
Also many other styles to choose from.
Still
we feci that something sweet
In his study of these types the tory Company, Plainsboro. N. J., and rival of actual funds by the Federal
Chapelle goes on, "was designed by
Followed youth, with flying feet.
Dr.
James
A.
Tobey.
The
Borden
government.
Attorney
Percy
T
author
has
drawn
on
thc
work
of
And will never come again.
John McDonald and built by Chap
Ciarke of the Bridge district, solved Something beautiful Is vanished.
man & Flint at Bath, in 1884. Her John J. Wardwell of Rockland, thc Company.
And we atgh for lt in vain:
thc last difficulty when he found a
tonnage dimensions were length 267.8 famous veteran ship builder who de
We behold It everywhere.
Walk
on
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Caution
to
pedestrians:
market
for
the
government
bonds
at
signed
the
George
W.
Wells,
launched
On
the earth, and tn the air.
feet, beam 45 feet, depth 28.8 feet,
But It never comes again
3H%.
2463 tons. In model, the Hyde was from the Bean yard in Camden, thc the left side of the road!
—Richard Henry Stoddard.
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Thursday, January 30

SIM’S

LUNCH

35c

A

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

^4
PRESIDENTS BIRTHDAY BALL
THURSDAY, JAN. 30

“WE FOUND THE

DECKLE EDGE VELLUM
PRINTED STATIONERY

HOUSE WE

WANTED!”

A $2 Value for $1
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Bear ye one another’s burdens, and
so fulfil the law of Christ —Gal. 6: 2.
THAT TIRED FEELING
I’m tired, oh. so tired, of the whole
new deal.
Of the Juggler's smile and the barker's
spiel.
Of the mushy speech and the loud
•
bassoon.
Tlredest of all of our leader's croon.
I'm tired of the tax on my ham and
eggs.
I'm tired of paying toll to political
yeggs.
Tired of Jim Farley's stamps on my
mall.
Tired of my shirt with It's tax shortened
tall.
I’m tired of farmers goose stepping to
laws.
Ot millions of Itching Job-holders' paws.
Of fireside talks on commandeered
mikes.
Of passing more laws to stimulate
strikes
I'm tired of the dally Increasing debt.
I’m tired of promises not to be met.
Of eating and
plan,
I’m tired of forgetting the forgotten
man
I’m tired of every new brain trust
thought.
Cf thc ship of state turned Into a
yacht.
I’m tired of beating the courts by
stealth.
And terribly tired of sharing the wealth
I'm tired and bored with the whole new
deal.
With tts Juggler's smile and Ito barkers
spiel.
Oh. Lord, out of all thy available men.
Please grant us a Cleveland or a
Coolidge again.
—Anonymous

Opponents of the New Deal liked
Al Smith’s address, not merely be
cause it presaged trouble for the
self-satisfied occupant of the Wash
ington throne, but because it came
from a Democrat of undoubted
shrewdness and
ability, frank
enough and brave enough to point
out that the Administration’s train
has blundered onto a spur track
which has no outlet.

ROCKPORT

AT THE PARK WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Mrs. Frank L. Salisbury returned
Sunday from Community Hospital
where she has been a surgical pa
tient the past two weeks.

Every-Other-Day

REAL MAN-STYLE FLAVOR.
for pipe smokers of

ROCKLAND

Buiy Bee 4-11 Club
The first meeting of the newly or
’
■
ganized Junior 4-H Club was held
Friday afternoon at the home of the
leader. Mrs. Orra Burns. Those pres
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don’t
ent were Lucille Dean. Jean Calder
SOPHOMORES WON
find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked,
wood, Barbara Colby. Alice MacDon
return the pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco in it to
ML MS
ald. Beatrice Marston, Irene Moody,
Charles Toner and Budd)’
ua at any time within a month from this date, and we will
Constance Lane. Agnes Young, Mary
refund full purchase price, plus postage.
Tied For High At the
Daucett, Caroline Burns. Two new
members were added. Earlene Davis
(Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobecco Company
Winter Carnival
and Marjorie Brodis.
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
This new club has been given the
A large student body turned out
name Busy Bee 4-H Club and the
Saturday for the Inter-class winter
officers are: President. Jean Calder
carnival at Community Park. For the
wood; vice president, Alice MacDon
wrong in what we've told you about P.A.
Here’s what's up: We want you to try
first time in several years the under
ald; secretary. Caroline Burns; treas
Men, Prince Albert's got the goods.
Prince Albert in your pipe. No matter
classmen won this meet, the sopho
urer, Barbara Richardson; color
Top-quality tobaccos—with the "bite”
what you’ve smoked before, we’ll put
bearer. Barbara Colby; cheer leader,
taken out. "Crimp cut" Packed in tin.
P.A. up against tbe field for mildness...
mores coming out victorious with 91
And around 60 pipefuls in every tin.
fordelicacy of flavor.. and for bringing a
Lucille Dean; club reporter. Mary
points. Seniors took second place,
More men prefer Prince Albert than
fellow real peace and pipe contentment.
Daucett;
club
leader.
Mrs.
Orra
Burns.
having garnered 49 points, while the |
any other brand. There's a reason. DisAnd we back up words with deeds. The
The next meeting will be Feb. 7.
• smokes are on us if you say we are cover it at our risk.
freshmen ranked third with 26. J
Youth, novelty, song, dance, musir and drama arr factors In “To Beat
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Small of Cam
Juniors trailing with five.
thr Rand." with Hugh Herbert and Helen Broderick. Phyllis Brooks and den were visitors Sunday at the home
THE
Charles Toner and “Buddy" Raw- Roger Pry or try' some tnonkeyshines in thr production's musical background. of Mr. Small); sister, Miss Helen
NATIONAL
ley were tied for high point men, as j Songs are by Johnny Mercer and Matt Malnrck. Sonny Lamont, famous for Small.
•
JOY SMOKE
each had 18 points to his credit.
his dancing earthquakes, and Nick Condos, tap dancer supreme, contribute
Mr. and Mr^ E. C. Ingraham en
In the girls' class Norma Havener. specialties. Erie Blore. of “Top Hat” fame, has an important comedy role. tertained at dinner Sunday Mr. and
Virginia Haskell and Ruth Rhodes
I to make the right consistency to
Mrs. Maynard Ingraham and family. •+-M-+4
Safety campaigns launched by
were top-liners with scores of eight
spread.
SAVE FUEL
I
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Ingraham,
and
various States to lessen the terrific
OUR HOMEMAKERS
points each. It is well to note that
This pound cake recipe is perfect BASKETBALL AT UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cash of Rockland.
CAMDEN
toll of accidents and deaths attribut
BAKE QUICKLY
all these high point winners were
I ly grand and goes very nicely with the
The annual installation of Harbor
able to automobiles have brought sophomores.
Put In your kitchen one of the new
Tlie next meeting of the FriendsTwo basketball games were played Light Chapter, O£S. will take place
lemon sherbet. It came from the fa
FOR THF. LUNCHEON
rather a sharp rejoinder from the
This year's winter sports team ls In-Council will be held Tuesday at at the High School gymnasium in tonight at 8 o'clock with retiring
mous
"Toll
House
”
in
Massachusetts
AND BRIDGE
A.L.A., the leading association in fortunate to have as its coach. Mr.
8 o'clock at the home of Mrs May B Union Friday evening.
worthy matron Alice Marston as in
this county having to do with motor Durreil. Mr. Blaisdell and the coach
Pcund Cake
By Carrie J. Williams. Cen
stalling officer, assisted by Mrs. Elsie
car legislation. Charging that the are endeavoring to make winter Pillsbury'. High street. It will be an
tral Maine Power Co.. Home
Rcckport High school lassies wor.
One
cup
butter
creamed, add gradu
open meeting.
Hawkins as marshal. P. M. Ina D.
Service Department.
attempts of these States are futile in sports a headliner in the RHS held
ally 1*4 cups sifted pastry flour which
the game played with the Union High Wooster as chaplain, and Mrs. Lin
The Philathea Class will hold a
reducing automobile accidents, the of fun.
has been sifted again with 3-4 tsp.
public supper at the Baptist church School girls the game standing at the thel Lane as organist. Following the
A.L.A. says it is due to the fact
baking
powder. Mix together 1-4 tsp
Races Saturday had these results: Friday from 5:30 to 7.
Right now we believe people to be
finish. 44 to 38
installation a social hour will be enthat there is a refusal to recognize
salt.
1-4
tsp mace, 4 egg yolks beaten..
The
game
between
the
Union
High
Snowshoe Events
jcycd in the banquet hall with music looking for new menus and simple but
Mrs. Louise Dunbar will entertain
the root of the evil, and declares that
Schorl boys' team and the Union High by Fish's orchestra. Refreshments attractive suggestions for the ever 1 1-3 cup conf, sugar. Add to butter
“the wholesale prosecution of mo
Sncwshce dash (boys)—Rawley 1st. the Les Quatre Club Wednesday Alumni resulted: High Schcol 33;
and flour mixture And lastly add the
a-lll be served under direction of Mrs. popular winter indoor entertainment £tlff,y
afternoon at her apartment ln the
pgg whi tea and beat all
torists and branding them as killers Merritt 2d. Havener 3d.
Alumni 26
Nina Carroll and Mrs. Marion
is not the method that will accom
Snowshoe dash (girls)—Davenport Masonic block. Main street.
of
bridge
and
contract
One
either
together
until
smooth; add 1 tsp.
Summary of boys' game:
Richards.
plish any good end.” Upon the 1st. Haskell 2d. Sherman 3d.
Capt. Raymond Conley and Alvah
senes
a
light
luncheon
before
the
vanilla.
Bake
at
350 oven.
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Farnham spent
High School
shoulders of thc pedestrian is placed i Obstacle Race. Snowshoe (boys)— E. Greenlaw are in Philadelphia to
We also found two salads which arc
game or a dainty dea-ert or salad
Sunday
with
relatives
in
Belfast.
O
F
more than 50 percent of the burden, Rawley 1st. Merritt 2d. Havener 3d. attend the funeral today. Tuesday,
The O W-Bridge Club meets Tues after the game At this time of year very easily prepared and go nicely
and in explanation of this charge is * Obstacle Race. Snowshoe (girls)— of T Charlton Henry. Summer resi Aho. If __________
1
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. almost any color may be used as a with hot rolls and we have a nice roll
B McEdwards. If__
0
the statement that one has but to Haskell 1st. Rhodes 2d. Davenport 3d. dent here.
recipe which never fails, and can be'
Annie J. Oardiner.
2
happy contrast to thc snowy white- prcpared in
hours
stand at any street corner where
Cress Country Snowshoe(boys only)
Fred Dean has re-opened his store Simmons, rf ____ :.
Mrs. Nina Carroll was hostess to ness of outdoors so we will not stress
J
McEdwards.
c
_
__
0
traffic is supposed to be regulated Merritt 1st. Rawley 2d. Storer 3d
on Washington street which has been
Twentieth Century Club Friday aft any particular color in these sugges
Jellied Salad
1
and watch how pedestrians deliber- Relay Race (boys) field relay,
closed since November on account of Howard, lg_______
The best range that ran be made.
ernoon at her home. Sixteen mem tions.
One tbsp. gran, gelatine soaked in
Farris,
rg
________
1
ately risk their lives by darting Seniors.
his illness.
Trade In Your Old Range
bers
and
two
guests
were
present.
A
1-4
cup
cold
water,
1-2
cup
chopped
0
Esancy. rg_______ 0
through traffic, against traffic sig- Relay Race (girls) field relay,
Here is a splendid ice cream recipe
Mrs A. W Rich. Elm street wUl
program of unusual interest consisted and the raisins may be substituted fcr celery, 3-4 cup mayonnaise, 1 cup
nals and against the explicit signals Sophomores.
Priced from
be hostess to C. C. H. Club Thursday
up
14
33 of these papers, “Story of the Gyp any fruit, nuts, peanut-brittle or , chicken. 1-4 cup chopped green pepof a traffic officer. “In the face of
starter. Raymond Bowden. Scorer,
afternoon.
sies" by Mrs Linthel Lane, and "Ben chocolate syrup It was used at one per. pimiento and stuffed olives Disthis evidence,” says the A.LA., “the John Durreil.
Pay only $1.00 each week If you wt»h
Thc Alumni
jamin Disraeli" by Elizabeth Spear. of the recent cooking schools, how- solve soaked gelatine over hot water
Mrs. Ruth A. Elmore entertained
large majority of safety officials per
Skating Events
O
F
At the meeting this week Mrs. Chris ever we believe you will want it again and add to mayonnaise. Fold in
the Monday Club this week. Mrs.
sist in spreading the false propa
Aho. If ___
5
3
100 Yard Dash (boys)—Toner 1st. Carrie Hodgman was reader.
tine Currier will be hostess and pa
ROCKLAND, ME.
chicken, celery, pepper, pimiento and
ganda that pedestrians always have
Frozen Rab in Custard
Payson, rf___ _
5
0
Rawley 2d. Chandler 3d.
pers will be given by Miss Mabel
H.
A.
Walmsley
who
has
peen
em

llltf
i olive; add salt and paprika to taste
the right of way. W hen pedestrians
1
IOO Yard Dash (girls)—Havener 1st, ployed at the Warren Drug Store has Leach c_______ 1
Pottle on “The Art of Thinking;"
One cup too milk (scalded) 2 eggs Mc;d ,ndivlduaUy.
Garnish with
are educated to use due care to avoid
0
Mrs. MinetU Paul on "Donald Mac slightly beaten. 1-2 cup granulated Whole olives.
entered the employ of the Corner MacFarland. lg ....... 0
injury to themselves and to use the Merriam 2d. Staples 3d.
Cunningham, rg .... 0
0
Two
Lap
Race
(boys)
—
Toner
1st.
Millan."
and Mrs. Amy Miller on sugar. 1-8 tsp. salt. 2 cups heavy
Drug
Store
in
Rockland.
EASY FOR PORTLAND
same care that the vast majority of ,
Cottage Chee e end Peach Salad
1 Book Chat on New Books."
Mrs. Ralph Satterlee ls confined
automobilists now use. there will be R. Havener 2d. Chandler 3d.
cream whipped. 1-3 cup granulated
26
11
One lb. cottage cheese, lettuce, 6 Camden Townies Lose 75
Two Lap Race (girls)—Havener 1st, to her home on Central street with
Cards received from Mr. and Mrs.
a substantial reduction in the acci- \
sugar.
1 tsp. vanilla.
I
Manasseh
Spear,
who
are
vacation

D.
Merriam
2d.
Webster
3d.
illness.
Miss
Vivian
Ca&sens
is
clerk

tb;p.
honey. 6 halves canned peaches
dent rate.” While the A.L.A. is
To 21 In Sunday Game
Pour the milk gradually over the
Six Lap Race (boys)—Toner 1st. ing In W. O. Hall’s store during her
or fresh.
The United States Department of ing in Florida say they are having
doubtless justified to some extent
eggs,
mixed
with
the
1-2
cup
of
sugar
At Metropolis
absence.
Agriculture has no free seed and no an enjoyable trip with excellent
in its severe criticism, it seems hard Hewett 2d, Spear 3d.
Arrange 1-3 cup of cottage cheese
and
salt,
and
cock
in
a
double
boiler
Six
Lap
Race
(girls)
—
Stanley
1st,
weather.
They
expect
to
arrive
home
;
Mrs. John Stahl has returned home seeds or plants for sale. All who
ly fair or reasonable to discourage!
cn each of six individual beds of let
Raining ln baskets with monoto
until custard-like ln consistency stir
from the Bradbury Memorial Hospl- request them meet certain disap- I next month.
any agency which will have the Webster 2d. Moulaison 3d.
tuce. Pour 1 tbsp. of honey over each. nous precision, the Portland Athletic
ring
constantly.
Four
over
the
Mrs.
John
Thompson,
who
ls
conI
tal in Belfast where she has been a polntment.
Skiing Events
effect of placing upon the shoulders
Garnish with peach halves cut ln two Club swamped the Camden Townies
fined to her home by illness. Is Im raisins and ccol. Fold into thc
of either the motorist or pedestrian j Ski Dash (boys)—Chandler 1st. surgical patient.
'
whipped cream, combine with the 1-3 Serves six.
proving
by a 75 to 21 score at the PAC. In
The 4-H Club held a Jolly session
the responsibility of exercising great- { Toner 2d. F. Havener 3d.
Three Hour Rolls
cup sugar and vanilla. Turn into
Miss
Georgia
Matthews
returned
to
|
last
night
at
the
home
of
Mrs
W.
D.
Pcrtland
Sunday afternoon. A small
er care on the highways. The cam
Ski Dash (Girls)—Rhodes 1st.
Thomaston Sunday after visiting Miss freezing tray and freeze on the cold
Heald.
One cup milk scalded, 2 tbsp. conf, crowd turned out to witness the locals
paign to induce pedestrians to walk j Thomas 2d. Sncw 3d.
est point for about two hours Stir sugar; 1 tbsp. butter, 1 yeast cake. 1-2 ]
Marion Weidman for a week.
on the left side of the road is one of
Obstacle Race Skiing (boys)—Hills
pile up their second consecutive Sun
ring
once during the freezing period
The President's Ball
tasp. fait, 1 egg white (beaten stiff)
the matters which has been too long 1st. Delano 2d. Rawley 3d.
day afternoon total of 75 points while
And here is a delicious sherbet, very
Mrs. Cora Lombard
neglected, but the effects are now
Obstacle Race Skiing (girls)—DelPlans are progressing rapidly for
The death of Mrs. Cora (Green easily made and an excellent bridge flcur, (about 3 cups).
stopping the opposition at will.
being seen here in Knox County. ano
Moulaison 2d. Staples 3d.
1 President Roosevelt's ball to be held
law) Lombard occurred Jan. 18 at the I refreshment with either a layer cake
Add sugar, salt, and butter to milk,
The local outfit went Into thc van
The person who persists in using thc
cross Country Skiing (boys only) Thursday in the Opera House Sevenallcw to cool, saving cut one tbsp cf
Maine General Hospital after an ill or a pound cake
right hand side of the highway is thc —Delano 1st. F. Havener 2d. Raw- ty percent of the proceeds remain In
shortly after the opening whistle and
milk in which dissolve the yeast cake
ness of five days. Mrs. Lombard was
Lemon Cream Sherbet
cne who either does not read, or ( jey
town. Music will be furnished by
after it has c:oled slightlv. Add yeast had little trouble in bottling up the
born in Rockport June 18. 1876. the
does not heed.
------------------Eddie Whalen's Privateers. Oeorge H.
One pint milk. 1 cup sugar, grated
oldest daughter of Capt. and Mrs.
to first mixture and add egg white; visitors' offense. In the first period.
Thomas is chairman of the commit
Ol'R PUUKSTERS LOSE
Winthrop P. Greenlaw, late ot this rind of one lemon. Juice of 2 lemons. ad[j jjour ajx)ut three CUps Cr until Camden was only able to tally a foul
tee in charge assisted by A. Burton
Somebody has sent us a copy of ,
town. She spent the early part of 2 egg whites. 2 tbsp. sugar.
dough leaves sides cf the bowl; place shot while the PA.C. was chalking
Cony High defeated Rockland 6-1 Stevenson and J. H Hobbs.
the Januarv issue of the magazine
her life here where she received her
Add sugar to milk and allow to dis in a greased bowl to rise. Shape up 19 points with comparative ease.
“New Mexico," issued bv the Bua hockey game at Augusta SaturHonorary committee members are:
education; also became a member of solve When thoroughly devolved Place in ref. until ready to bake off.
Camden fared a bit better in scor
reau of Publications and after glanc- day afternoon. McCausland starred Dr. W. F. Hart. Dr J O. Hutchins,
the First Baptist Church. February. add lemon rind and juice, stirring all Take out about one-half hour before ing ln the second canto but was un
Cony
Rockland
Dr. A. F. Oreen. Dr. James Carswell.
ing through its handsomely illus
1897 In 1908 she was married to Ed the time while adding the lemon Juice baking time. Bake in 400 oven lor! able to stem the steady flow of the
Ooal
Dr. Howard L. Apollonlo. Dr. Saul
trated pages, devoted to the exploita
win M. Lombard of North Yarmouth, Turn into tnav and freeze one hour about 25-30 minutes.
PA.C. ringers. At the half, the Ath
Perreault
................................
Accardi
Polisner, Dr. H. G. Tounge, Jr., Dr.
tion of that Commonwealth it is
Note—-A greased slate shelf or i letic Club had stepped out to a 31 to
and finished a faithful and useful life Beat egg whites until stiff, add the
Defense
Oeorge Pullen. Dr Raymond Tibbetts
easy to understand why the tourist
In that town.
2 tbsp sugar, whip the cream to a marble slab is a wonderful place to 7 advantage.
business there has come to be a fifty Coughlin ................................ Harding Dr. Carmen Pettapiece. Dr. Howard
She is survived by a sister. Bertha consistency of a custard. Combine knead out the dough and very little ■ With most of the P A.C. Colts In
Defense
Page. Allen F Payson, Horace Josmillion dollar industry. Seven years
I. Callahan of Lubec; a brother. with egg whites; add frozen mixture cr no flcur is needed, also greate your 1 the ultimate winners' lineup, thc
ago the tourist business was only Perkins ...................................•■••• Crane selyn, Percy A. Luce. Howard O.
Matthew Y. Greenlaw of Yarmouth: and mix well, (use egg-beater). Re hands. Knead before you shape them Townies were Just as impotent in the
Centre
Anderson. Elmer L. True and Town
$20,000,000. 'file great upward
and four step-children. Ralph Lom turn to freezing unit and freeze until little blisters form under the i third quarter as they had been In the
Blodgett
..................................
Glover
Manager. Percy R Keller.
swing is attributed to the New
bard cf Yarmouth, Duncan Lombard about cne hour longer. No further i £Urfacc. And scissors are a great help preceding two. At the three-quarter
Wing
Mexico boosters who used 12 adver
of Portland. Mrs. Elizabeth Gooch of stirring required.
when cutting off the dough for thc mark, the Clubbers were out in front
MacCausland
.......................
MaiTiner
CAMDEN WOMAN MISSING
tisements in 56 newspapers pub
Falmouth, and Mrs. Catherine Beers
desired size.
Wing
by a 49 to 17 score.
Sour
Crram
Orang?
<'3ke
lished in 12 States, and carried their
of Philadelphia. Thc greatest tribute
Another thing, in making the
Parties are searching for Leila,
The starting PA.C. lineup returned
One cup sour cream, 1-2 tsp. soda
advertising matter in 15 magazines MacAllister ...........................-..... Oray
cf this life was given by a member
Jellied Salad, tuna fish may be used ta the onesided game in thc final
Spares
| wife of Irving Hansell, who has been
1-4
tsp.
salt.
114
cups
flour.
114
tsp.
of national importance. T he num
Billings missing since Sunday noon. She left
PRINTED STATIONERY I of the family. "She knew all about us baking powder. 2 eggs. 1 cup sugar. and if you do use it pour boiling water period to send the local's total sky
ber of tourists increased phenonien-! Velleux
and loved us Just the same."
over it when you take it out of the rocketing, while Camden was held
Marsh
her
home
on
Mechanic
street
to
make
ally, the State last year playing host| ^ajole
that brings a smart gay note to
Funeral services were held Tues 1 tsbp. orange juice.
can and lt will be just as nice as scoreless until the last two minutes
Morrissette
..............................
Peaslee
a
call
on
a
Burrage
family
on
Sea
your letters.
Beat eggs until thick, gradually
to 2,705,000 out of State visitors
day from Bucknam's Funeral Home
chicken and certainly fool ycur guest. when Mayhew and Payson tallied.
Bourque................ ................. Peterson street and her husband was to call
and more than five times the popu
ln Yarmouth. Rev. Merrill Bean beat ln the sugar, add scur cream,
P. A. C.
lation of New Mexico. They went j Whitney..................................... Childs for her a little later for a walk. When
100 SINGLE SHEETS
of North Yarmouth officiated, and orange Juice and grated rind. Sift
“NORM” MERRILL SIGNS
he arrived at the house he found she
o.
r
there in 901,875 automobiles and I Orlmshaw ................... ".........
flour,
measure
and
sift
again
with
!
burial was at Crockett's Corner.
had not been there and since that
0
50 ENVELOPES
McLeod. If ............... 5
spent an average of $19.10 each, j f°ster
baking powder, salt and soda. Bake
Normie Merrill, former Cony High Bowker. If ................ 4
First Period
time
no
trace
of
her
has
been
found.
2
Thc increase in the amount of gaso- j
in two eight inch layer cake pans for
School athlete, has signed a one-year Tate, rf. rg .............. 7
MacCausland.
EAST APPLETON
or
Parties searched all night and rela
0
25 minutes at 375 or bake In a loaf
line taxes paid by tourists alone to
contract with the Cincinnati Reds Gurney, rf ................ 3
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ames write
Vellleux.
tives in Belfast were visited but they
0
pan for one hour at 350 When cool
talled $120,000 or $70,000 more
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
Second Pc rod
He is 20 years cld. stand; five feet 10 Caselden. c .............. 8
from Ohio. “We were very pleased
had not seen her. she is of slight
1
ice
with
orange
butter
fro-ting.
than thc cost of thc advertising pro
inches In height, weighs 100 pounds Drasscl, c................. 4
MacCausland.
to received so many Christmas cards
build, light complexion and when last
2
50
ENVELOPES
gram.
Orange Blitter Fros'.lng
from friends tn Washington. Union
bats left and throws right. He pitched Backer, lg. rf
Blcdgett.
seen wore a blue ski suit, red cap and
0
2
red scarf.
and Appleton.” Mrs Ames (Bernice
Grated rind of one orange, grated four years for Cony and had a trycut Morrill, lg ................ 1
Vellleux.
0
It was not to be expected that |
Third Period
Beechy) was a teacher in Washing rind of 1-2 lemon, 2 cups confestlcn- with thc Boston Red Sox last year Agger, rg ................. 0
0
satisfaction would be expressed by
MacCausland.
ton. Her daughter, Peggy Jean, now ery sugar, crange Juice, 3 tsp. butter. Merrill is well known to Knox County 8tcver, rg................. 1
0
HOPE
all of the many millions who listened
Melt butter slowly, add sugar and baseball fans, having played in thc
Glover.
a year old. is walking and rapidly
to Al Smith’s attack upon the New
Referee, Jarvis and Hickey. Time.
The recent .revere weather did no
grated rind, with enough orange Juice Knox-Lincoln Twilight league.
learning to talk.
75
35
Deal administration Saturday night, lhree 16.4
great damage here, although schools
Mrs. Elizabeth Gushee was recent
Camden
Townies
but it is doubtful if even the fluen’
were closed for a short time as a safe
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Roland Gushee.
P.
O.
F.
Senator Robinson of Arkansas can i
THANKS MR. MILLER
guard. The icy roads were sanded
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Prescott, with
2
Heald,
If
.....................
1
explain the charge that thc present
Postage 10c Extra
and the snowploughs kept reads open
friends from Rockland, recently
2
Payson,
rf
..................
1
Portland,
Jan.
27
administration has drifted far from
for business.
i
visited Sherman Ames at his cottage
«
Treneer.
c
..................
3
BROWN LABEL
its platform pledges made just prior Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It Is expected the ice crop from' • Name and Address on Sheets at Sennebec 'Pond.
2
to thc presidential election in 1932. s j am having the time of my life Hobbs Pond will be harvested this1
America's
finest
quality
|
High
quality, lew price Prescott, lg ................ 1
and Envelope:—or. Monogram
Mrs. Charles Griffin was a visitor
9
Mayhew, rg .............. 4
. on Sheets, Envelopes plain.
Nobody expects politicians or parties living here ln Portland winter* I week.
at the home of her mother, Mrs.
to make good on all of their cam- have written from time to time for
• Grcytone paper in lovely pastel Cora Beane, recently.
Mrs. Luella Bartlett recently re21
1
10
paign promises for that would be your paper now for more than 40 ceived painful injuries in a fall, but
shades of Blue, Ivory, Grey, or
Charles Salo progressive poultryReferee.
McLeod.
Time,
four
10's.
Orchid.
manifestly impossible, no matter years, and today believe you do pub- ls recovering.
man, has his houses for birds piped
—Press Herald.
how well intentioned the makers of uSh one of the best papers of our
Printing
in Black, Blue, Violet
The Grange held a day session lastI
with water and wired for electricity.
those pledges might be. But such times.
or
Brown
ink.
Saturday when installation of offi
He has chicks growing already, and
Tickets to the skating field may be
glaring inconsistencies as we have (
w. H. Miller
cers took place. Several visitors were
eggs from his flock are super-abun
obtained
at Chisholm’s store or from
seen in the past three years merit the
present from other Granges.
dant.
L. E. McRae $1 for the season. Give
attention of the discerning taxpayer
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on
L. P. True is making good recovery
Mrs. Alice Hall entertained the
some poor youngster a winter’s fun —
as well as the calculating statesmen. the left side of the road!
from effects of a recent fall.
Sewing Club recently.
fidv.
156*13

REMARKABLE TRIAL OFFER

Prince Albert
* ♦ ♦ ♦.

GLENWOOD

RANGES

$59

Burpee Furniture Co.

SPECIAL SALE!

February and March

RYTEX
GREYTONE

2 BLENDS - 2, PRICES

SALADA
’
TEA

11

The Courier-Gazette

'Every-Other-Day

The Legion Drum Corps will meet
tonight at 7:30.

NEW LOW PRICES
—AT—

1936 JANUARY
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STOVER’S
1936
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TALK OF THE TOWN

“IT PAYS TO TRAVEL”
PURE LARD...................................................... lb 13*/2c
SALT PORK.......................................................... lb 15c
SUGAR (fine.,granulated) ........... 100 lb bag $4-98
25 lb bag $1.29; 10 lb bag 49c
FANCY NO. 2 CORN, cracked corn or meal bg 1.45
White Rose Family Flour, bag 79c; bbl $6.30.
PASTRY FLOUR.............................................. bag 69c
Myty Nice Flour, bag 89c; bbl. $7.40. Stover’s
Pride Flour, bag 99c; bbl. $7.75. Pillsbury’s Best
Flour, bag $1.12; bbl. $8.90.
OYSTER SHELL AND GRIT................ 100 lbs 85c
Farmers’ Favorite Dairy Feed $1.53. Stover’s
Pride, no filler, $1.83. Stover’s Egg Mash, $1.90;
with oil $2.00. Fancy Bran and Middlings $1.39.
BUY NOW AND SAVE!
Before taxes are enacted. Stover’s offers you the
lowest prices in Maine. Buy today; free delivery.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jnn 31—Annual recital of Mrs. Elise
Allen Corner's dance pupils at Park
Theatre.
Peb 1—Winter carnival at Community
Park.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day
Feb 3—Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R.,
meets with Mrs Nellie Petereon.
Feb 3—Monthly meeting of City
Government.
Feb 5—Rockport—Methodist Ladles'
Aid birthday party at vestry.
Feb 5 — Warren — •'Correspondence
Courtship." auspices Mystic Rebekah .
Lodge, at Town hall.
Feb 7—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs Elonla Tuttle.
Feb 10-Adam Walsh to address Par
86 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
PHONE 12C0
ent-Teacher Association
Feb. t"—Lincoln's Birthday.
“IT PAYS TO TRAVEL"
Feb. 14—Valentine Day.
Feb
20—Masonic
masquerade
at
Temple hall.
Feb 21—Camden—Fire Department
Olft Ball ln Opera House
Feb 21 12 to 9 30)—Educational Club
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will hold | The double store in Rubenstein
meets at O AR. hall.
Jan 31-Rockport—Epworth League its first birthday supper Thursday block Park street, has been leased
play "Just Pals" at Town hall
Feb 22—Washington's Birthday.
at 6, with Mrs. Mabel Richardson, by “Stover's” and will be used as a
Feb. 28—Ash Wednesday.

STOVER’S

THE WEATHER
After a three-day period of extreme
cold the mercury shot upward yester
day to 25 degrees, and to the accom
paniment of a liberal snowfall. The
radio announcers and Weather Bu
reau must have got the wires crossed
as today was to have been the coldest
of the winter, but was far from it
when this paper went to press—not
that anj-body is grievously disappoint
ed. With only three more days of
the year's hardest month to endure
ncbody should be discouraged.
Caution to pedestrians:
the left side of the road!
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Walk on

Charles Walmsley of Camden is em
ployed at the Corner Drug Store.

The superintendent or lighthouses
announces that Duck Rocks Beacon
destroyed Jan. 4., will be rebuilt.

Mrs. Daniel Noonan has bought the
Ames Fiske property at the Head of
the Bay. and ls occupying it. The
deal was made by R. U. Collins, real
estate agent.
Dr. Oeorge Pullen will be guest
speaker at the Lions Club meeting to
morrow. Dr. Pullen is a popular
member of the club.

The Auxiliary cf the Veterans of
Foreign Wars will have a public beanc
and card party Wednesday night at
the home of Mrs. Agnes Collette,
Orange and Berkeley streets.

Rev Benjamin 6. Fifield. former
pastor of Littlefield Memorial Church
died Sunday at his home ln Bcothbay
Harbor. Funeral services will be held
tomorrow at thc Bcothbay Baptist
Church of which he was previously
minister.
Rockiand went on record as over
whelmingly opposed to the New Deal
in the Literary Digest poll. The
Roosevelt policies had 49 supporters
and 254 opponents. And if you listen
to daily conversations on thc street,
that's about the way folks arc talking
Thc annual meeting of the Wom
an's Auxiliary of St Peters Church
was held at the rectory Sunday at
which time these officers were elect
ed: President. Mrs. Gertrude Parker;
vice president, Mrs. Anr.c Alden;
treasurer. Mrs. Mary Dinsmore; sec
retary. Miss Pern Marie Browne
The next meeting will be held Jan. 30
in thc undercroft at 6 30 p. m. Sup
per will be served. Mrs. Anne Foley
will be In charge All members are
urged to be present.
Rounds' Mothers Class will hold a
cooked food sale Sat. Feb 1, at 2 p. m.
at Senter Crane's.—adv.
12-13

Manufacturers close out of Knitted
Suits enables us to offer you, two and
three piece models that originally
sold for $13.75 and <16.50 at the low
price of $695. On sale today. Burdell's Dress Shop.—adv.

NOW I EAT

HOTDOGS
Upset Stomach Goes
: Jiffy with Bell-ana

FOR INDIGESTION U*»j(]"O£2i

RADIO SETS ADJUSTED,
Repaired. and Cuatom Bet Building
by expert engineer
CROCKETT'S GARAGE

Rockport. Phone 2380-Camden member
National Radio Institute.
Washington, D. C.
•
7-21-tf

Penobscot View Grange will have
supper at 6.30 Thursday before the
regular meeting.

-------♦

Dr. John Smith Lowe was speaker
before the Elm Street Reading Club
at Green Gables, Camden, last Eve
ning.

Mrs. Ruth Brackett Spear resumed
her duties at the High School yes
terday after two weeks’ absence for
i medical treatment.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
sponsor a beano party for members
and friends Wednesday at 7:30 at
the home of Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe,
16 Berkley street.
The men will be in charge of circle
supper at the Universalist vestry1
Wednesday at 6. Lloyd Daniels will
be the efficient chairman assisted by
an equally efficient body of helpers.

Junior Harmony Club will meet
Thursday at 6:30 at the home of Mrs.
Leola Noyes, counsellor. Member
ship list is still open to children 10
to 15 years of age who are interested
in music study.

Senter Craw® CompaBj

Dry
Cleaning
Sale

NEW COTTON
DRESSES

Quality Work By Home Town Workmen

DRESSES (plain)
MEN’S SUITS

29 c
49c

WHY PAY MORE?

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 170

FREE DELIVERY

VP.W. bonus headquarters has
Canton Lafayette I.O.OF. will hold
Patrolman Edwin U. Price is
a rehearsal of the P.M. degree Wed mourning the loss of “Bradley.” been established at John Ouistin's
nesday night at 7:30. All officers and Bradley was a pet cat long in the barber shoo, where somebody will be
In charge all hours lit thc day. Tiie ]
Mrs. Blanche Shadie and Mrs. Susie sales and display room for the Chevaliers are asked to be present household.
Karl in charge. The usual business firm's feed, poultry and dairy de as the degree will be worked on five
-------application blanks are expected this '
Charles C. Wotton refereed the Bar week.
session will follow.
partment, seeds, chickens etc. It will candidates Peb. 5.
Harbor-Ellsworth basketball game at ]
also house the company's main office.
Huntley-Hill Post. V.F.W received
Watch
Thursday's
Courier
-Gazette
Rockland had no “snow train"
Along the same lines as the con Bar Harbor Saturday night. Ells
two applicaiions for membership .ast
worth
won
31
to
29.
for
Stover's
most
remarkable
adver

Sunday, but they came from all over
test conducted last year by the Blue
------I night. At. the dance next Saturday
to enjoy the day at Community Park tisement.
Bonnet Troop. Girl Scouts, that of
A W P A. project in Boston, as an- j mght lunch will be served at inter where ice skating and hcc^ev attract
the past week again was marked by
ncunced over thc radio this morning, mission ln conjunction with the aciaA contest ln hymn playing open
ed the attention of several hundred
success. It was in the nature of a
will be the canning of fish chowder j teur performance.
to
all
members
of
junior
music
clubs
persons.
selling campaign, and prizes were at the fish pier. Mighty good eating, j
-------affiliated with the Maine Federation
won by Mrs. Robinson, $2 worth of if you ask us.
j Sunday morning's fire alarm was
of Music Clubs, to be held this comgroceries; Maynard Thomas of Rock
Before Judge Dwinal yesterday .
.
.
.
. .
____
' for an overheated chimney in a4iouse
spring has been announced by port. bag of flour; and Mrs. RichardLocal motorists will be interested on Ulnf slreet occupied by the WldWalter C. Reynolds pleaded guilty to
Charles Smith Dw
State
the larcenv of $90 and $87. respec- .
'
1 j son, 10 pounds of sugar.
in the word that the State Highway decombe family. This morning the '
.
.
.
junior counsellor for the Federation.
tively, during two breaks at the _ , „ . , ,
..__ _
.
-------Commission proposes replacing thc department was called to the Fro-Jov
_
'
„ Detailed information may be pro-1
Stover Feed Store a year ago^ He
Saturday night a group of Kents present Bessey bridge (so called) over tcp ^am piant where a delivery truck
Hill graduates comprising a commit the St. Georges River at Union with had hackflred. Damage nil.
was sentenced to three months in Chadwict street. Portland.
_____
Knox County Jail on each count.
___
tee of arrangements met at the home a modern steel and concrete struc-j
ture.
The
winter
carnival
at Community
of
Mrs.
Charles
A.
Emery
and
disDr. John Smith Lowe is ln King-------Park next Saturday, under the direcProf. RalphBurns ofDartmouth
field today to officiate at the funeral cussed plans for the next Kents Hill
Called out of town upon important, Uon Qf Athlelic Ccach John Durreil,
College wasa visitor inthe city Sat- services for the late Harry Tufts of getogether, similar to that which took
business last night Alan L. Bird was wiU
the aca4on-s Wg event if thc
Boston,
an
intimate
friend
of
Dr.
1
Place
a
few
months
ago
and
which
urday. returning from a visit at his
unable
to
serve
as
guest
speaker
at
,
Wealher
Bureau does its duly. In- I*
old home in Vinalhaven. Prof, and and Mrs. Lowe and former treasurer brought together 25 or more former
the meeting of the Kiwanis Club vltaUon5 have been sent to the High
of
the
Church
of
Redemption
in
graduates
and
students
at
the
school
Mrs. Burns were abroad for four
J. E Stevens substituted and gave Schools ln Rcckiand Thomaston. |
months last year, touring England. Boston when Dr. Lowe was its pastor. in this vicinity, and which resulted ln
an interesting and quickly prepared Camden Rockport, Warren. Union,
the
organization
of
a
Kents
Hill
Club,
Scotland. Ireland. Belgium. France The two men were very Intimate
address on "Service.
Liberty, Waldoboro and Belfast Din
one
of
several
being
formed
In
and Spain. Prof. Burns attended an friends and Mr. Tufts' sudden death
ner will be served at the McLain
Maine and other states. Officers
International Congress in England, came as a severe blow.
The next meeting of thc Woman's
Building. The events will be the same
elected are: President, Leroy Black;
and devoted much time to observa
Educational Club will be held at
as those which leatured *he Intel ciejs
The outstanding activity of the vice president. Percy Blaisdell: section work at Oxford. He was accom
.Grand
Army hall Feb. 21 frem 2 ‘o
reported in thU
panied on his visit to Vinalhaven by week is the song and dance revue retary-treasurer. Miss Mary Bartlett; 930 J>. m. with the usual varied pro- 1
publicity
committee.
Mrs.
Emery
and
issue.
"Stars
of
Tomorrow"
to
be
given
at
his wife and three children.
gram. The speaker scheduled for
Park Theatre, Friday, at 8 p. m., by Miss Ethel Holbrook. Mrs. Black was
this meeting in the president's year
Mrs. Mabel Wiley is serving as tern-1
also
present.
Plans
indicate
that
a
Deputy Marshal Fernald's sympa pupils of Elise Allen Comer of the
book was heard at the January meet. i porary treasurer of Educational Club;
get-together will be held early bi
School
of
the
Dance.
The
program
thies were quickly aroused Sunday
ing. and the name of a new speaker
wRh
March, the definite date and further
night when a complaint came over will feature many novelties In both
will
be
duly
announced.
Bcnner
treas,
details to appear in a later issue of
the phone that the big boys were ensemble and solo work, and in every
urer
Marguerite
Oould.
whose
five'
this paper.
picking upon the youthful coasters way will be more attractive and
That
well
known
knight
of
the
Qn
..
B!ufbc
ard"
was
aI
cn Warren street hill. The young glamorous than ever before.
razor. Irving Elwell, passed another
as presented Jan. 17, serves as
------I The annual President's Ball will milestone ln his terrestrial career yes- dub pre&. repQrter mosl acceptably j
sters had asked for Patrolman Price j
ar.d there was a great scattering of j A Hammond Organ has been in- take place Thursday at Temple hall,
terday. and his sh:p at The Brook aftprn00M while the club's regular I
the tormentors when tht burly in stalled ln a Winchester church the and everything points to a most en- was the seer.e of a goed deal of good
€fflcknl gecretarv. Miss Mabel
past
week.
Richard
L.
Phelps,
who
joyable
time
as
well
as
a
successful
cumbent of tW Northend beat ar
natured raillery, as well as congratu- Hardlng u prevented from attendrived. Ed delivered himself of seme was heard as organnst in the recent financial activity. Music will be lations. The shop has recently been
by hcf store duUes Members
very plain English, and is now writ Rockland concert when the new under the direction of Eddie Whalen air-conditioned, and there are no dull
a5ked t0 prepare and to present
Hammond at the Universalist church Decorations will be carried out in a
ing an epic poem on the occasion.
moments when the pooular barber is memoriS!ed faVorltes, pres? or poetry
was introduced to the public here, 1 color scheme of peach-blow, blossom
on the Jeb. And no dull razors.
fcr thc aftcrnoon session. Peb. 21 and
giving a concert program augmented and blush, in accordance with the
A stated conclave of Claremont
-------:
to
review patriotic devotions ritual.
by 100 trained voices on the platform motif adopted for the nation on this
Commandery K T.. will be held next and Walter Smith, noted cornetist. I occasion. The hostess committee
Local baseball fans who already see At>out 20 participated in the Towns-j
Monday night. At this conclave the
------J comprises Mrs. L. A. Thurston, Mrs a championship pennant waving in cnd plan discussion, the greater part
election of an eminent commander
More than $50 was realized from ! A. S. Peterson. Mrs. Ensign Otis, Fenway Park were doubtless shocked of whom were ln favor of it.
will be held to fill a vacancy caused
this morning to read that the Detroit
the cooked food sale conducted by Mrs- Walter C. Ladd. Mrs. Walter H
by the death of Commander-elect Sir
Tigers arc booked to win again, with
CHARLES C. CAREY
St. Bernards church Saturday at the Butler; decorations. Mrs. Raymond
Lucius S. York, and such other
the betting odds 3 to 2. The Chicago
Senter Crane store. Mrs. J. H.! c- Perry. Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, Mrs. John
vacancies which may occur. The
Cubs are booked to win in the NaCharles C. Carey died in a Port
Flanagan, Mrs. Alme Beaudoin. Mrs. Haines McLoon, Mrs. Donald Leach.
usual routine business will also be
tiorol League cn the same basts. But land Hospital Jan. 19 at the age of
Ray Foley and Mrs. Arthur W. Mn. Cleveland Sleeper Jr.. Mrs. Wiltransacted and the officers-elect will
still lt should be remembered that M
Was the eldest son of John
Doherty, in charge were assisted by bur F. Senter and Mrs. John O
be installed by Em. Sir James A.
betting odds in Januarv do not make F and Eliza Paul Carey and was
Mrs. Mildred O'Donnell. Mrs Kath- stevens. Choice prizes will be
Richan. assisted by Em Sir Edward
Big Liague champion* In September born In Rockport. His father was a
leen Duff, Mrs. Sanford Delano. Miss awarded, donations from merR. Veazle as grand warder and Rev.
Civil War soldier, and died at Gettys-1
Mary Johnson. Mrs. Streeter Webster chants, drawn ott between dances
Sir Chas. Seligar as grand chaplain.
BOND ISSUE AUTHORIZED
burg.
from ticket numbers. Noted among
and Mrs. John TOiompson.
______
|
Mr. Carey followed the sea for a ]
these prizes will be specialized
The
Interstate
Commerce
Commis1
number
of years, and then retired to ,
They are still urging Dana S. Wil
The Townsend Club is organizing lubrication from Fireproof Garage; sion has authorized the Maine Cen- build ships. He worked on many old
liams to run for Congress in the eecan orchestra, open to all local musi cleaning and press one man's suit tra! Railroad to issue $2,009,020 of 6 time craft of some note, Including 1
ond District. In his Sunday letter1
cians. Miss Bertha McIntosh ls and one lady's dress. Peoples Laun
per cent secured bonds, first series, the Roosevelt of Arctic fame. His
Fred K. Owen Bays: "Republicans I
heading the project and recalling the dry; one 32 piece set of dishes, Senter
and $1,000X03 of 6 per cent secured last work was in the Soule yards at
who have talked with Dana S. Wil- |
success she has experienced with Crane Oo.; a table lamp, Burpee
bends, second series. The Issues are South Freeport during the World
liams of Lewiston feel that there is a
Furniture
Co.;
half
ton
coal,
M
B
&
similar organizations in the past, one
to be exchanged for $2,000,003 of War. He later cared for the grounds
very gcod chance that he mav be
is assured that success will crown C. O. Perry; pair of slippers, Chis Maine Central-Portland & Rumford of the Curtis Memorial Library
Induced to bec;me a candidate for
this effort. Miss McIntosh will be holm's Shoe Store; electric razor Falls Railroad bonds, and $1,007,000
He was married to Clara Gregory
Republican nomination for member
glad to give more detailed informa blade sharpener. Central Maine Pow
Hamilton of Rockport, who died ln
of
Maine
Central-Portland
&
Rum

of Congress from the second district.
tion if she is called at her home on er Co.; mirror clock, McLoon Sales
April, 1934. He ls survived by a
Many Republicans believe that an An
4sService; Swift Premium Ham ford Falls Railroad bonds.
95 Park street. Telephone U95-W
brother, John of Searsmont, several
droscoggin man should be chosen, if
Perry’s Market; one case string beans.
nieces and nephews, and two step
Caution
to
pedestrians:
Walk
on
the right one can be found, and the
Black <fc Oay; year's subscription.
daughters. Mrs. Oeorge Ferguson of
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on The Courier-Gazette.
the left side of the road!
feeling was quite general at the meet
Berwick, and Miss Katherine Hamil
ing Friday that the Lewistcn man the left side of the road!
ton of Brunswick.
meets all the requirements."
died
Funeral services were held at his
CAREY—At Portland, Jan 19. Charles
late home. 141 Pleasant street. Bruns
C
Carey,
a
native
of
Rockport,
aged
While Howe Glover’s hockey team
84 years.
wick. Thursday afternoon, conducted
did not prove a dangerous opponent
DAVIS—At Rockland. Jan 25. Frederick
fty Rev. Thompson B Ashby, with
Maurice, infant son of Mr. and Mra.
to Cony High in Augusta Saturday,
4 ’
committal service at Amsbury Hill
W S. Davla. aged 8 days. Interment
tn Sea View cemetery.
the huskey Rockland coach ls satis
cemetery, Friday at 1 p. m., conduct
AND
RICHARDS—At Camden. Jan. 28. Elora
fied that it will give a much better
ed by Rev. G. F. Currier of Rockport.
M., wife of Ralph E Richards, aged
53 years. 6 months. 10 days. Funeral
account of itself when Rockland
services Thursday at 2 o clock, from
MRS. EMMA BISBEE
High meets Cony High on the local
residence 85 Bayview street.
Established 1840
HOWE
—At Camden. Jan 28. Abbie W
ice next Friday at 3 p. m. The score
widow of Herbert Howe, aged 73 years.
Licensed F.mbalmera and
Mrs. Emma H. Bisbee was bom ln
1 month. 4 days.
at Augusta was 6 to 1 and the con
Attendants
LINCOLN
—
At
Washington.
Jan.
27.
B
Rockland, May 27 1854 daughter of
test was matched by a large crowd,
Three licensed embalmere are
H. Lincoln.
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
the late Benjamin and Caroline
gathered in connection with the Au
HIGGINS—At Center. Jan. 21. Ina. wile Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
available' at all times at The
ol Robert Higgins
Interment ln
(Gray) Knowlton and widow of
gusta winter carnival. The first
Mountain View cemetery. Town Hill
Day or v Night Telephone
Russell Funeral Home, including
Joseph Bisbee who died 35 years ago.
team from Kents Hill Seminary will
WA Tls—At Thomaston. Jan. 25. Robert
A. Watte, aged 83 years. Interment ln
The deceased is survived by one
be here early next month and by
450
a lady embalmer.
Thomaston cemetery.
that time the Gloverites will have
BURKETT—At Kaler's Corner, Jan 25.
Represents lives In all large cities brother, Benjamin Knowlton, and
Bertha M (Chute) wife of Alfred K
several nieces and nephews. Funeral
their eye teeth cut in fine style./
in the United States and Canada
Burkett, aged 59 years. Funeral today
services were held at the home Wedfrom the residence.
AMBULANCE
1 nesday afternoon, Rev. J. Charles j
FIFIELD—At Boothbay Harbor. Jan 26.
Be sure to look over re-marked
Rev. Benjamin S. Ftlleld. aged 79
Service is Instantly available.
years. 4 months. 8 days, formerly ot
MacDonald officiating, the bearers
meichandise fcr real bargains, this
Experienced attendants on duty.
Rockland. Funeral services at thc
were J. Dana Knowlton, L. B. Rokes,
week only. Among them a few skirts
Boothbay Baptist Church Wednesday
Day and Night Telephone
Frank Knowlton and Alfred Starr.
to be closed out at $1.00 each. Some
CARD OF THANKS
The body was placed ln the receiving
dresses for $2.00 and $3.00. All sales
450
Wc wish to express our sincere grati
TEL
662
tomb in Warren, and in the Spring
final; positively no exchanges Al
tude to friends and neighbors for their Ml MALT ST. ROCKLAND, MR.
many kindnesses shown ua at tlie pas-.
will
be interred in the family lot ln
freda Perry, 7 Limerock street.—adv. 9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND
ao-ti
ing of our dear one. also those who of
fered their cars.
ISStf
Union.
lt
Zeoss Lawry and family

9

R

I'AC'

Russell Funeral Home

rr

Here’s the first shipment of 1936 styles . . .
handsome plaids and checks . . . smart colorful
prints which resemble the new silk prints . . .
youthful looking dresses in sizes 14 to 44.

$1.00 and $1.98
And In The Bargain Attic

One Special Lot

69c
* * * *

To Close Out

FOUNTAIN PENS AND PENCILS
25% off
SENTER CRANE COMPANY

BRR! YES TS COLD!
But the Daffodils are blooming in our greenhouse
just the same. They’re lovely, too. So shiny and
cheerful at just the time when people need cheer!

Daffodils,
per
Narcissus (yellow),
per
Carnations,
per
Callas,
per
Roses,
per dozen
Cinerarias and other plants, each

SILSBFS FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET,

TEL. 318-W

ROCKLAND, ME.

11-13

★ VnleM you benefit from your
dealings with this bank, there
can

be

Setiriee
*

no

permanent

benefit

It ia good

for us

buaineaa and good

FOB MITIAL BENEFIT

banking for na to

center our efforts upon rendering
good service to you. We must

think of our interests only as they

are linked with yours

★ This

idea is firmly fixed in the minds

of every officer and employee of
this bank. We are trying earnestly

to make this bank useful to you.

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Funeral Pariors

dozen $2.00
dozen 1.25
dozen 1.50
dozen 3.00
2.00, 2.50
1.00, 1.25

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND,

CAMDEN,

UNION,

VINALHAVEN,

WARREN

TREE-RIPENED, SUN-COLORED

INDIAN

RIVER

FRUIT

ORANGES, GRAPEFRUIT, TANGERINES—DELIVERED PRICES
Fancy Pack, full box ......... S6.C0 "Daily Diet" lunallrr fruit)
Full box.................... ........$4 00
Hall box ........................... 3.25
IU1I box ... . ...................... 2.25
Standard Pack, full box ..... $5 50
Half box............................ 2.90 Tangerines, quarter box ..... $2.00
Perfect Delivery Guaranteed—Shipping Season Through April

THE MAINE CITRUS GROVE
COCOA,

Norman L. Wolf
BOX 706

FLORIDA
4*1$

Every-Other-DaJ
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FIND REMNANTS OF

MAY PROLONG LIFE
WITH HEAVY WATER

Right Out Of The Air

ANCIENT MONSTERS

By R F SERVICE
Recent

Discovery

Bared

by
Dirtclor Hui point Electric Cookery

FLAME
IN THE
FORES

Moraga, Calif.—Ponce de Leon,
who wore himself out in a search
for a fountain ot eternal youth,
may have had the right idea after
all, according to Dr. Stephen J.
Tomer, dean of the school of sci
ence at St. Mary's college.
A recent discovery of science,
heavy water, Doctor Tomer be
lieves, may hold the key to tlie
elixir ot youth and also to that
other elusive object of science, a
cure for cancer.
Deuterium oxide, which Is tlie
overweight name for heavy water,
differs from the ordinary variety of
the fluid in its greater density,
caused by the extra weight of hy- |
drogen. There are said to be teu
different types of heavy water.
“All available evidence.” says
Doctor Tomer, “points to the fact
that heavy water slows down the
normal chemical life processes. 1
am inclined to believe that as our
frontiers of knowledge in tills re
spect are pushed back we will find
that the accumulation of heavy
water ln the tissues may tend to
prolong youth rather than to in
duce premature old age."
With regard to the possibilities
of the newly discovered liquid in
I the treatment of cancer Doctor
Tomer said:
“If cancer Is nothing more than
a wild and uncontrollable growth
of cells, developing out of propor
tion to their normal cells, then I
sincerely believe that heavy water
in concentrated form may be Just
the thing to inhibit this growth.”
Chief handicap to adequate re
search In heavy water is Its high
cost. Doctor Tomer revealed. It
costs $20 to manufacture a single
gram of 99 per cent pure heavy
i water.

Chorines, Co-Eds Make
Best Wives, Savant Says

IX HAROLD TITUS
Zy

KU,

W.NU. SEO-VICC

A lad of the forest /ires to avenge
a wrong done him as a child in th is
swift, smashing story! Read it
every week as it appears serially in

The Courier-Gazette
BEGINNING SAT. EEB. 1st

CU'SNAPSHOT GUIL
OUR GOOD FRIEND WINTER

Cambridge, Mass.—A way to a
man's heart Is through his stom
ach. Or is it?
Dr. Henry Odbert. Harvard re
search fellow, as a result of his
recent tests at the university psy
chological laboratories, believes
that college girls and chorines are
those best suited for marriage.
The perfect co-ordination, Doctor Odbert revealed, that is neces
sary in the successful chorus type
is responsible for better taste, more
originality and more emotional
stability than in those whose mus
cles move slowly, he explained.
Girls of high academic standings,
according to the experiments—tlie
college honor student type—exceed
In originality and emotional inten
sity the girls whose academic rat
ings are not up to standard.
Doctor Odbert also found In his
tests that girls Who rate high in
muscular speed or lntellectnal ca
pacity make the best dressers.
Reading of poetry aloud, making
designs, manufacture, scrilmles,
composing business letters, arrang
ing pictures according to their likes
and dislikes were some of the tests
given by Doctor Odbert.
A question he forgot to find nut
about was, “Can they conk’”

Devonian Age Beasts Lived
40,000,000 Years Ago.

BY FRANCES \\ EEDMAN

California Scientist.

/gAiImK

Even if vegetables weren’t such j er, and is, therefore, ideal for steamnoble, vitaminish foods as they ir.g vegetables. Here is the way it
really are, we would probably keep is used: the vegetable, be it spinach
right on eating them with the same or be it a whole head of cauliflower,
old Peter Rabbit vehemence just be- is piled into the roomy kettle and
cause we like them. However, some ’ is then cooked by steam, maintained
vegetables we like for their dis- at the proper temperature by a small
tinctively different texture, some we number of controlled electric heat
like for their attractive and beaut!- units.
ful color, but most of them we like
The steam penetrates the vegefor their delicious, succulent flavor j tables, cooking them to a firm but

Estimate Forty Varietiea.

Vegetables cooked in the Thrift Cooker of the modern electric range retain
their taluable nutritice juices, their .liape, their original color
und their fine na'ural fell or

which, don't you agree, is reason
enough for our enthusiastic vege
tarian ways?
The problem of trying to prepare
vegetables in an expert way and of
trying to retain the rich food ele
ments. at the same time, is—or
rather, was—a big one, until the ar
rival of the new automatic electric
range.
The Thrift Cooker

(

The modem electric range, whose
cooking miracles are within the
reach of every modern homemaker,
lists among its achievements sev
eral successful methods of cooking
vegetables. The method which we
are about to describe here, howev
er, owes its success to the Thrift
Cooker, which is installed in the
cooking top of the electric range.
This Thrift Cooker is equipped
with a 5-quart aluminum kettle in
which is placed a perforated rack.
It has an insulated, ventilated cov-

tender doneness. It retains their
valuable nutritive juices, their shape,
their original color, and their fine
natural flavor. A combination of
vegetables may be cooked, too, in
the Thrift Cooker with the same
successful results and without a
mixing of flavors.
Here are the directions for steam
ing a delicious, mixed vegetable
luncheon in the Thrift Cooker.
Steamed Vegetable Luncbeoa

Cauliflower

Onions

Carrots

Beans

Potatoes
Place 1 cup of water in Thrift
Cooker with rack in place, and
bring water to the boiling point on
High Heat. Prepare vegetables leav
ing the cauliflower whole. Arrange
in Thrift Cooker kettle and cover.
Cook until steim comes from the
vent, then turn switch to Low for
40 to SO minutes.

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
-by “Movie Sfwtlight”

- Aj

jow cu CnarUs
Stnrritt, Columbia.
star,cftti an torburdtd vacation from the.
seneen lu hopes tor
curail hintstif of art

Phoenix, Arlx. — Photographs of [
“black”
lightning,
phenomenon
which has puzzled scientists, may [
upset a frequently given explana
tion, according to Norman G. Wal
lace, amateur photographer, noted
for camera studies of desert scenes.
Rasing his Interpretation upon
pictures which show vivid flashes
of “black” and ordinary, or white,
lightning side by side, Wallace be
lieved the former might be a dis
tinct type of electrical phenomena.
A suggested explanation that
black lightning is merely an illu
sion resulting from too Intense
light reversing silver images of
photographic plates, falls to ac
count for “black" feeder lines on
lightning pictures, while the cen
tral flashes register wldte, Wallace
said. Additionally, white flashes
frequently may be photographed
Immediately preceding and follow
ing the "black” flashes, or some
times caught side h.v side with the
black.
The phenomena Is said to occur
most frequently In Arizona desert
storms.

invitation from a,
Hindu. Maharajah to
qo buf-tfame. kuntievf
in India..

Berlin.—A school for English lias
been opened in one of the best
known cabarets In the West End
of Berlin. Walters, page boys and
bar maids come to this cabaret in
the afternoon. Across the front of
tbe bar a blackboard lias been put
up and a teacher stands before It.
The pupils sit around little ta
bles at which, a few hours later,
guests sip wines. They repeat in
chorus the English phrases: "Good
evening, sir,” "What would you like
to drink?” "Here is your change,
sir,” “Auf Wiedersehen—good-by.”
The staffs of 40 cabarets, bars
and restaurants ln Berlin are join
ing in the special English courses
as part of the preparations for the
Olympic games here next year.

many

picture

opportunities.

LD Man Winter may not be pop —these suggest but a few of the
ular with everybody but, as an picture taking opportunities which
offers for the camera owner.
inexhaustible Inventor of opportuniwinter

Then, too, there are the human
ties for taking beautiful pictures,
lie is certainly a good friend of ama interest pictures of winter sports—
teur photographers. Remember that action shots of skiing, sliding, skat
with his tools of snow and wind, he ing, and ice boat racing—not to for
is a landscape artist, painter, etcher, get Sally, Pal and the snow hut
and sculptor of the first order. Re they so laboriously hollowed out of
member also that his handiwork is the great drift in the yard. Chances
like these prove a source of Joy to
fleeting, so do not fail to have your
those clever enough to shoot at the
cathera ever ready to take pictures right moment and with the right ex
before the opportunities are gone.
posure and focus.
Each snowfall creates new sub
With regard to exposures in win
jects for picture taking, for you ter, many think that because snow
will find that each time the snow is white, they should not be so long
mantle is put on differently, chang as in summer, but remember on the
ing the landscape to obliterate some other hand that light is not so strong
features on one occasion, bringing in winter. The old rule—expose for
them into relief on another, giving the shadows and let the highlights
a peculiar charm to objects that do take care of themsplves—works
not attract attention in other sea fully as well for snow pictures un
sons, and often displaying weird or der most conditions. When, how
fantastic snow formations, never to ever, you wish to take a picture to
emphasize shadows, as in the case
be exactly repeated.
These magic changes of scenery of tlw picket fence, a sky filter
make winter a snapshooter’s para placed upside down on the lens (that
dise. Long shadows on the white is, yellow part at the bottom) so
snow add beauty and interest to that the light from the snow will
many a scene. Such a simple thing be subdued In passing through
as a picket fence casting its serried should reproduce them even better
outline over a curving snowdrift with no loss of detail In other parts
that it has helped to build may of the picture.
make a photograph of "Winter” that
So put on the galoshes and (he
any salon would be proud to ex muffler after the next snowfall, and
hibit. The lone pine tree, sitting in wade out with your camera. With a
a graceful bowl of snow the wind has little thought to composition, you
^moulded around its base, fantastic will come hack with a "picture no
cornices on the hill tops, the drifted artist can paint” and more than
roads, the weather-blackened old one.
jiiill etched against a white hillside
JOHN VAN GUILDER

O

Truck Driver Reverts
to Candle for Lights
Wellesley, Mass.—Police stopped !
Frederick Taylor, truck driver, be
cause his truck did not carry the '
minimum headlight candle power.
Taylor said the electrical system
went dead. He placed a candle in
eacli lamp. Tlie law requires a
minimum of 21 candle power in
each lamp.

Federal Men Prove
Skill to Skeptic
San Diego. — The San Diegn
exposition had an extra thrill
for admirers of the Department
of Justice. A booth was set up
hy the department, and anyone
could have a full set of finger
prints made free of charge.
An Interesting feature arose
when the department received a
letter with merely a set of fin
gerprints attached. Tlie letter
stated, “You're so good, let’s
see you write me and tell me
who I am."
The same day a letter was in
the mails correctly addressed
to the person who had sent the
letter.

The Courier-Gazette is offering a
Special value in Engraved Visiting
Cards. 100 White or Ivory Engraved
Visiting Cards from your own plate,
$1.00. 100 Engraved visiting Cards,
paneled, from your own plate, $1.15.

Retreat of the Devonian sea
some 40.000.tX10 years ago left Im
bedded ln the last Wisconsin rock
formation to be laid down tlie re
mains of the dominating water life 1
of tlie period comprising some for
ty varieties of flsh animals, accord
ing to geological Interpretations
explained by Itaasch. The large ,
size attained by some of the ani
mals is demonstrated by a recon
structed skull In a Buffalo museum
which Is large enough for a man
to crawl through its jaws, he said.
Specimens of this interesting geo
logical period first were uncovered
years ago when a company found
that the rock—a water lime—waa
a natural cement, but the univer
sity failed to obtain any of them
before changing production meth
ods resulted In abandonment of the
digging ,30 years ago.
Fish Heavily Armored.
Many of the Devonian flsh were
heavy and sluggish with head and
forebody heavily armored, the re
mainder covered with thick scales.
Raasch said. The larger ones must
have fed oa those smaller, since
little other food apparently waa
available.
The Devonian sea probably cov
ered much of Wisconsin, extending
farther Inland than Milwaukee,
Raasch said.
The age was termed Devonian
because It was first studied from
deposits unearthed at Devonshire.
England. Several widely scattered
deposits are known In North Amer
ica.
Deposits from the Silurian pe
riod, Immediately preceding the De
vonian, also have been found In
Milwaukee county, near Wnukatosa. where specimens of coral, shellflsh and trilobites have been picked
np.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE^

“Black” Lightning Theory
Upset by Camera Views

Berlin Cabaret Holding
School to Teach English

Winter brings

Madieun, WIs. — Strange skeletal
remnants of monsters existing 40,000,1X10 years ago have been collect
ed for the University of Wisconsin
geological museum from Devonian
rock scattered along Milwaukee
county park roads by WPA work
ers.
Gilbert O. Raasch, curator, learn
ing that WPA workmen deepening
the Milwaukee river to prevent
floods, were digging out rock of
the Devonlun age, or the “age of
fishes," obtained hundreds of spec
imens on the project site und along
the roads where the rock from It
was distributed. His finds includ
ed remains of scales from the an
cient sluggish water beasts, seg
ments of cutting bones which
served them as teeth, parts of fin
and dorsal spines and portions of
the hard skull plates which ar
mored the first back boned animals
known to the world.

Add another precedent to the stone, who celebrated their ninth
many set by Helen Hayes and her wedding anniversary this month.
NBC Tuesday night "New Renn.v' Jack "courted” Mary for seven years
series. Late in j before he popped the question.
February, the firrt
thirteen episodes J •••There is one New Year's lesoof "The New rlution that promises to be iaithfuliy
Penny," written adhered to by Rosario Bourdon, or
chestra leader and
by the brilliantly
musical director of
prolific Edith
the NBC red net
Meiser. will be
work oil-sponsorpublished ln short
,...
ed programs starstory book form
ring Jessica Drag*
The adaptation of
onette each Frlthe radio scripts
▼ oay On Januarv
into stories Is be
1, 1936. ln the
ing taken care ot
presence of wit
Helen Hayes at the moment by
nesses at N B C,
Miss Meiser. There
Bourdon solemnly
will also be a preface written by
vowed not to loan
Helen Hayes, while scenes taken at
the broadcast will illustrate the
___ _ ___
out any of the
Rosario Bourdon orchestrations t n
volume.
his library of 2 5OJ
••• Busy Bing Crosby had ordered prepared by him in the course of 15
a pair of special golf shoes. Tlie years. Well-meaning friends bor
shoemaker delivered them at the rowed - and didn't return — mot e
studio, fitted them while Bing was . than 200 orchestrations in 1935
rehearsing his NBC Music Hall
•‘•Connie Gates, popular young
broadcast with Jimmy Dorsey and
Bob Burns. No one seemed sur i NBC contralto, enjoys the respect of
prised. That's the way they do the musicians who provide the ac
companiment for her broadcasts,
things ln Hollywood.
j When Connie has certain ideas re
*** Radio audiences in the studios garding accompaniment, site sitx
are usually mild mannered, giving down at the piano and proficiently
their applause ln routine fashion, j demonstrates how It should tie
even though some control engi- , played.
neers open the mike wide to make
••• Even Lawwcnce Tibbett s closest
it sound impressive. However. AJ friends and associates were surprised
Jolson made such a hit when ne | when he announced that he was goreturned to the air on the Saturday , Ing to sing tenor for hix CBS pro
evening Chateau hour that thp gram on January 21. But Tlbbett
studio audience rose and cheered.
I does as satisfactory a rendition of
Vest! la Giubba" from "Pagliacci"
•••Although "Buck Rogers" is the In tenor voice as anything he sings
most popular juvenile program on J in the baritone register.
the air since the heyday of Joe
Penner, so many
•' ‘ When Sigmund Romberg broad
adults listen to
cast “May Wine" on one of his re
this series that its
cent Tuesday evening Studio Party
a v e rage listener
broadcasts, three
age is eighteen
major film execu
years. The radio
tives were In at
"Buck" strikingly
tendance. They
resembles his car
were there to tab
toon replica. He
the screen quali
ls Matt Crowley,
fications of Rom
a blonde, six foot
berg's soprano
two Irishman, and
protege. Helen
was a great ath
Marshall The
lete in college a
beauteous taffy
few years ago Matthew Crowley blonde, one of ra
Matt's hobby is
dio's lovliest eye
science and he ls deeply interested fuls. not only sang
in the fantastic but highly impos splendidly but
sible feats that his "25th Century what te more Cin- Helen Marshall
adventures allow him to perform.
usual for talented
sopranos, she handled lines with
•••Rudy Vallee is known for his marked ability. As a result, Helen
ability to discover new radio talent was offered a starring flicker role for
by offering them prior airbreaks on summer filming opposite one of the
his Thursday evening Variety pro most popular film actors.
grams. also for Introducing promis
...... At the Cafe of the Red Dag
ing tunes. It was Rudy who first
discovered and played "Tiie Music ger' is an unusual program and
Goes Round and Round," now a worth listening to for several reaj sons, chiefly because it is put on at
thundering success.
; night at 11 p ni lor men. and sec
••• Radio artists cre not ln favor ondly because Tex O'Reilly, famous
of whirlwind courudilpy. if you Judge soldier of fortune is the chief story
by Js., Benny su:l Mary Living i teller on tlie show.

Tkt cart of ThoMtfstiriom
A wafer"can taJu. it! Bcituj on location urlure thin
hod bun motuf forest fins,
thttf had tar cjo urithout
! smohinq for over a. ureth..

Nerve Expert Classifies
Reactions to Temblors
Toronto, Ont. — lf earthquakes
frighten you, you're normal, ac
cording to Dr. U. H. Hyland, neu
rologist.
If you suffer a headache after
the temblors, your nerves are ex
tremely susceptible, and you're
probably too high-strung.
It you laugh and think it'a fun,
you're either a good actor or tlie
personification of reason.

FOR RESULTS
You Can Depend On
COURIER GAZETTE

JOB PRINTING
It sells more people be
cause more people like to
see it. Skillful heads and
bands prepare it with one
vital point in mind—ef
fectiveness. It must get
results.
Inquire about
Our Low Rates ...

Tutors Provided Free
at Vermont University
Burlington, Vt.—A free tutorial
bureau to aid students having diffi
culties with their studies have been
established at the University of
Vermont.
The tutorial bureau, named the
Mortar Board, is the women's sen
ior honorary society. Although tlie
tutoring is free to students, tlie
tutors are paid 25 cents un hour
by the society.
Tailless Planes

Berlin. — Tailless airplanes are
now appearing in Germany. One
of them, carrying two passengers,
lias averaged a hundred miles an
hour in test flights.
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HORIZONTAL
t-Capitil of Victoria
Australia
t-Howl
•-The Orient
11- lreland
12- Unlted
14- A large plant
15-Thin
18-Wearied
18-Per»onal Interest
20- Sick
21-Corrupts
23- River in Scotland
24- Without
25- State in S. central
United Stateefabbr.)
27- Diacharge
28- Oarling
30- A tooth
31-To draw out
32- Dry
34- Large lake
35- Set of workers
37- Vault
38- Summit
41-Soaked in a liquid

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
43-American poet
45-Box
47-Coneumed
48- Small gravel
49-Greek god of war
51- Girl'a name
52-Glaaa in a window
53- Narrow thorough
fare
54- Unit of work (pi.)
55- Band of musicians

VERTICAL
1- Chief
2- Eagle
3- Muaical drama
4- Snare
5- Organa of hearing
6- Stagger
7- Verbal
•-Plant
10-Combining form.
Far
12- Unruly crowds
13- Examine

-A

z

EAST UNION

M R. Miller te recovering finely
from his illness and te able to be about
the house. He recenty received as
callers Dr and Mrs. C. H. Leach of
Tenant's Harbor. Mrs. Abbie Rich
ardson. Mrs Evelyn McKusic of Rock
land, and Oeorge Miller of Burkettville.

»

Mrs Maud Payson was entertained
Now te the time to order sta'ionery with other friends at a dinner party
for every member of the family, Friday at the home of Mrs. Ora
while the price is so low. The Cou Merrifield in Hope.
rier-Gazette has on sale RYTEX
It was with deep regret that Pioneer
DECKLE EDGE VELLUM printed Grange learned of the death of Ly
stationery—100 sheets and 100 enve man Merrifield, who in former years
lopes—with your Name and Address was a worthy and faithful member
or Monogram at $100 a box.
of that organization.
«

VERTICAL (Cont.)
15-Bindlng tissues
18- Crooked
17-Act
19- Agitated
21- Placea for keeping
milk products
22- Scoffed
24-Bright
28- The lowest point
27-Note in Guido's
scale
29- Regret extremely
33- A tropical fruit
34- Equal
36-Lowly
37-Ajar
39- Precioua atone
40- Kind of rubber
42- Soldier'e daily
allowance (Fr.)
43-A sudden pain
44- Unite
S
46-City in Nevada
48-Girl't name
50-Seriea (abbr.).
52-By

(Solution to previous puzzle)
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Every-Other-Day
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We Drivers

Circus of Science” to Tour America

A Series o/ Uriel Discuaeions on Driving, Dedi
cated to the Safety, Comfort and Pleasure
of the Motoring Public. Prepared
by General Motora

No. 7—SLIPPERY WEATHER
ce and snow

always bring problems for drivers. These problems are the

of less friction. Ar.d that is interer’.ins, because usually we are try
Iingresult
to reduce friction all we can. We use ball and roller bearings to overcome
friction. V.Te smooth ar.d polish parts to reduce fric
tion. We put oil in our cars to avoid friction. But we
can't get along w.tbout friction, just the same.
For, after all, we couldn't start a car, we couldn’t
stop a car, we couldn’t turn a corner, if it weren’t for
friction. The friction between the road ar.d our rub
ber tires is what gives us traction.
Mcst of the time v; have plenty of traction. But
in certain climates every year. Winter camcs blowing
ar.d blustering dsvft from the North, ar.d the first
thing we know ha ht.3 spread ice and snow over our
roads, and our wltala traction condition is changed.
But automobiles are pretty well prepared these
days to meet any conditions. All we have to do is to
adjust ourselves to there changed circumstances.
For instance, many skillful drivers start their cars in high gear on very
slippery, icy streets. Ordinarily this would be a bad thing to do. But when
our tires have to start us going on slippery Ice or
snow, starting in second or “high” is harmless and it
does help to avoid spinning wheels, side slipping and
difficulty in getting under way. If you haven’t tried
this after stopping at intersections, you may be sur
prised to find out how much more quickly ycu get
started again. Only remember to engage the clutch
very atowly.
1
This business of starting in slippery weather can
be quite a problem. But stepping is eve n mere so.
However, most good drivers agree on one method
that they find quite satisfactory. First of all they
begin to slow their cars down at quite a distance
from where they want to stop. They press the brake
lightly at first and release it almost at once. Then
they press again and release quickly. By a series
of brief, moderate brake actions, instead of one continuous pressure, they
gradually reduce speed and can usually stop without skidding.
Many of the best drivers always make it a point
not to disengage the clutch as soon as they apply
their brakes, but to wait until the car has almost
stopped. While this is their general practice, they
say it is especially important on slippery roads, as
they claim it reduces the chances of skidding. But
if we use this method there is one thing we must look
out for. We have to remember that on a slippery sur
face it is very easy to stall our engine by using our
brakes when the clutch is still engaged.
Outside of starting ar.d stopping, most winter skid
ding is at turns and curves. Many good drivers tell vs
that they treat every slippery curve or turn as though
it were going to be a stop. In other words, they ap
proach curves using the very same system of short,
moderate brake actions. The result is that when they reach the curve they are
going so slowly that they can actually give the engine a little gas and put
some power in the wheels. With power turning the
wheels, we are not so likely to skid.
After ail, the main thing to do about driving Jn
slippery weather is just what we do cbout walking in
slippery weather. We are all pretty careful about
that. The first thing most of us do when we go out on
a slippery morning is to put out one foot cautiously
and get the feel of the surface
to see how careful we have
to be. The best drivers we
know do practically the same
thing with their cars. The first
thing they do after they get
started, is to test the surface.
'They make sure that there-are
no cars too near, and then they gently apply the
brakes. If they don’t skid they resume speed and
apply the brakes again—this time a little more firmly.
In this way they determine the surface and know the degree of caution they
must exercise to be safe. This seems like a very sensible idea.

Diesel

Tractors

Satisfactory

For Wide Temperature Range

Artist’s conception, drawn from photographs, of the General Motors Parade of Progress on the road. The
traveling "world's fair on wheels” will bring to American communities the contributions of industry to human
welfare. The giant streamlined buaea are joined together on location to form cjnt.nuoua exhibition halls, and
are built as large as practicable for present-day roads. When under way, with the vehicles spaced 200 feet
apart for safety, the caravan it two miles long.

WEST ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Georgs Hyler of
Roskport were callers Sunday on
Henry Lamson who ls still confined
to the house, although much im
proved ln health since his recent
hospital treatment.
Several from here attended the
supper and social at the Orange hall
Thursday night.
U E. Leach was ln Camden Wed
nesday on business.
The Tuesday Club met recently
with Mrs. Oliver Holden. The meet
ing tonight is at the home of Mrs.
j Robert Heald.
There will be no prayer-meeting
Wednesday night this week, as the
pastor. Rev. O F. Currier, is at. tending Convocation Week services
in Bangor.
Among those to attend the dinner
; for tlie basketball, girls to be held at
East hall Wednesday night in honor
of the Gorham Normal School girls'
team is Miss Bernice Nutt of this
place who is captain.

EAST WASHINGTON

#1—Diesel-equipped International Harvester tractor plowing ita way
through Ontario snowdrifts. #2—Lumbering in the lowlands of Georgia
with a Diesel-equipped International Harvester tractor. #3—Bohnaiite
piston which bears the brunt of this heavy duty work—the same alloy
la used in many paetenger automobile pistons because of Its enduring
qualities and its freedom from trouble due to heat.

ROM (he arctics to tbe tropics Harvester Company of America
Diesel powered tractors are which are shown In widely vary
rendering heroic service. Thia raping dimes engaged In widely dif
Idly growing type of powerplant ferent tasks, ln the accompanying
la performing miracles in tbe con Illustrations, Bohnaiite allov pistons
quest of natural obstacles. Wheth are employed. This aluminum al
er It be plowing a roadway in zero loy piston ls fitted with allchrome
weather through towering drifts of Inserts In top. The pistons are
snow In Northern Canada or him equipped wtth special rings both
bering In the swamps ot Georgia compression and oil-type. The pins
with the temperature at ItM) in the are full floating, that Is. they are
free to turn In either the piston
shade, makes no difference.
The Diesel engine is at Its best or the connecting rod to assure
when the going ls tough and tbe complete freedom of action for
throttle la wide open most of tbe these working parts. The piston
time Naturally It must be built pins are electrically heat-treated
from parts that can "take IL" Tbe and machined to the closest lim
platona ot a Diesel engine aa well its of accuracy.
as any Internal combustion engine
The Bohnaiite alloy with the ellare tbe primary factors In convert chrome Inserts provide a heavy du
ing the power In the fuel Into use ty type of piston which meets tbe
ful work. On tbe Diesel tractors rugged requirements of this type
manufactured by tbe International of work.

F

THE TIME TO “SWAP"
Is any time you wish to trade what you have for some
thing you want.

The way to do it is by advertising

in the Classified Column of The Courier-Gazette.

Costs little.

Results, quick and satisfying.

Phone

The Methodist Ladies Aid met
Friday afternoon In the Milan store.
Refreshments were served by Miss
Annie Lunt.
Mrs. Lilia Moulden is in Portland
caring for her sister. Mrs Elmer
, Gordon vgho recently sustained a
broken leg.
Mrs Stella Hart entertained at her
home Friday night, Lucy Smith,
Nettie Tinker. Bessie Joyce and
Josie Conary. Refreshments were
served.
•
Mrs. Nelson Morse was hostess at
her home Wednesday night, the oc
casion celebrating, Miss Velma
Morse's 12th birthday. Guests were
j Mr and Mrs. Calvin Stockbridge, Mr.
I and Mrs. Cleveland J. Trask. Mr. and
Mrs. Judson Smith and Russell
Smith. Refreshments were served.
The Trytohelp Club met Friday
night with Rachel Joyce.
Mrs. Adelbert Bridges arrived
home Thursday after several weeks
passed In Rockland.

APPLETON RIDGE
Mrs Elizabeth Newbert and Mrs.
i Lottie Wentworth were visitors Wed' nesday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
J Julia Morse.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Z. Fuller were in
Lincolnville Wednesday to attend the
funeral of Mr. Fuller's aunt Mrs.
Biantha Brown.
Grade school/ have closed for wini ter vacation.
Mrs. Gertrude Moody and Miss
Alice Thorndike, R.N. went to Ells
worth Falls last Tuesday called by the
illness of Mrs. Alice Moody Buck.

APPLETON PHILOSOPHY

i As Seen By This Interesting Little
Note From North Knox Town

Waldo County Farmers
Report Good Crops

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
We surely have enjoyed a wonder
ful winter here, and when compared
with what we learn of other States
where cold weather, gizzards and
other unfavorable conditions prevail,
think Maine a good place to have a
home. There has been little illness
in this vicinity this season.
The political news is read with
I interest as It appears ln The Courler| Gazette, particularly the varying
' views of the Townsend Plan and the
affairs of Stale and nation. By the
articles on a variety of subjects, one
becomes acquainted with many men
of many minds. The article on
schools by Clara Overlock was also
very Interesting.
It is hoped the Italians are able
to buy tea at $5 a pound, but fear
that were it that dear, we would find
It a dearth here.
"The music goes round and round,
and it stops as it come out here.”
! and "So long until tomorrow."
Mary Ames
East Appleton. Jan. 28

SOUTH THOMASTON
An addition to the original sidewalk
prcject has been started on Westbrook
street where nine families have
homes.

We -aw -kcag Grange, at its meet
ing Wednesday night instructed seven
young men in the firs', and econd de
grees. In the group were Earle Radc
liff. Charles Waits. Jr . Samuel Batty.
Fred Batty. Edgar Po t. David Post
and Gcrdcn Crowley.
Fciget-me-n;t Chapter, O. B 3.
hr Ids its annual installation of of fl
eets Thurrday night. The affair will
b? semi-publ.c. w.th Mrs. Maynard
Diane of Por.land as Ins all.ng offi
cer.

The first meet, ng of the Farm Bu
reau this year will be Thursday far
an all-day scrslon. “Ra's’nj and Piei serving Fcod a: Home' will b? the subLTHOUGH Waldo County po
j ject. and dinner will b? In charge cf
tato yields this year are re
I Mrs. J T Baum and Mr Samuel
ported about half of last year's be
Aylward. Project leaders thia year
cause of the dry season, a number
of growers have reported crops
are: Chairman. Mrs. William Makiwell above the average.
Among
nen; secretary, Mrs. Fiank Maloney,
them is F S. Rich of Thorndike,
Jr.; clothing. Mrs Samuel Aylward;
shown here, who reports a yield of
212 bushels per acre "with no culls
foods. Mrs Albert Davis; home man
or seconds, and with color, type,
agement, Mrs. Cl.fford DennL'on;
and size as fine as I have ever
librarian. Mrs. Helen Rackliff. New
seen." This crop was grown with
Agrieo fertilizer, as was that of
calendars recently received by mem
Robert B. Cates & Son. also of
bers indicate an intere ting work pro
Thorndike, who reported 100 bar
rels per acre. H. A. Tweedie of
gram Vi ito:s are always wile me a:
Thorndike, a user of AA Quality
the meetings which pleasantly com
fertilizer, also reported a 100 bar
bine
toe ab.lity and instruction.
rel per acre yield.

A

Try a box of tree ripened, sun col
I,
ored Indian River Fruit, oranges,
gtapefruit. tangerines. $150 and up.
UNION
GLENCOVE
Perfect delivery guaranteed. Maine
Miss Ada Hall of Boston is visitin';
Harold Fc* :'.t has r ccntl.v bought Citrus Grove, Cocoa, Florida. N. L.
her mother. Mrs. Mary Hall and sister the store owned by H. L Robbins. Mr. Wolf, prop.
153-155
Emily for a few days.
Rcbbins ha- been in business 45 vears
Large flocks of wild ducks are sFen 40 in the present location and five in
on the West shore of the cove these the stoic new owned by F. E. Burkett.
cold days. They seem to know they 'Mrs. Lucius Barker entertained
Friday at dinner Mrs Edward
are protected by the law.
David Burns has returned from Mathews. Mrs. William Gleason, Mrs.
Eastport where, for several months, Edward Alden and Mrs. Arthur
he has had employment cn the 1
Mr. and Mrs. Albert McPhail and
Quoddy construction project.
family have moved to Owl's Head.
Stanley D Gregory of Rockland Is
At the eight tables of bridge in play
engaged In cutting wood for Emma
Sa :urday at the home of Mr and Mrs
Qregory and Nora Oregory.
Ortrge Fossett, honors fell to Mrs.
Foster Fales and family ct Thomaa Clarence Williams. Mrs Albert Goss
ton were guests Saturday of Mrs.
, ar.d Schuyler Hawes
Fales' mother Mrs Nina Gregory.
Miss Ida Hughes spent the weekend
Everett Humphrey, making Im at the home of Mr and Mrs Harold
provements on his property, is con Fcssett. •
sidering the budding of overnight
Star Circle will serve a public din
cabins.
ner Thursday with Mrs. Walter Ayer
Mr and Mrs Charles Maxey and C chairman.
E Gregory were among the 18 who
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Merriam en
attended the Central Maine Power tertained the Even Dozen Fridav
Company's OS W. Club banquet in night Mrs John Cunningham Her
Augusta A happy time was passed., bert Hawes and Carol Heald winning
arrival home being made in the early honors.
///Zz/z//ffiimvv\^
hours of the following day.
The Bible Class meeting at the M.
F Church will be postponed for an
The annual report of the director other week. It Is de-lred that memZ MANY SPECIALS AT YOUR
of the Extension Service. College of b-:s attend the Fourth District ConAgriculture. Orono, is now available ieitrt.ee to be held W dnesdav night
NATION-WIDE GROCERS THIS
While the supply lasts, single copies ltcv. A. A Callaghan, district super
WEEK ... NOTE THE OUTSTANDING
are free to residents of Maine.
intendent will deliver a message.
VALUES IDENTIFIED BY THE RED STAR

Callers at C. E Overlock's last
Tuesday evening were Clarence Moore
and ton Clarence of South -Washingten. Allen Ripley. Kenneth Ripley and
| Merle Overlock of Liberty.
Mrs. Lottie Prescott received news
, Wednesday of the sudden illness of
! her brother Sanford Cargill, who is in
Knox Hospital where he underwent
an cmeigencv operation for strangula’ed hernia.
Alfred Nash has been assigned to I
the WPA oroject at Liberty where a '
crew of men are destroying btowntail
: moth nests
Frank Sukeforth of Wa-hlngton
i was a recent visitor at W M. Pres
cott's.
Perley Overlook visited recently at J
| the home of Andrew Rokes in North
Burkettvllle.
Mrs. Irene Overlcck was at the
heme of Mr. Ovcrlock's parents last
Thureday and Friday, called by the
illness cf Vincent Overlock who has
been suffering from a severe cold.
Mrs. Edith Overlock of Razorville
was guest Fridav of her cousin Mrs
Blanche M. Johnston, and went the
foUowing day to Augusta for a few
weeks.

SWAN’S ISLAND
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LILY CHOP TEA

JAN. t7 FEB. 1

QUAKER
OATS
LARGE

REG SIZE
PAG

PKG

A DISTINCTIVE BLEND
Vt LB
THAT WILL PLEASE
CANbTER
you

33<

LB

15c

1 L
”KGS

15c

NATION-WIDE

vVirUt

•

BLUE BAG

19<

•

CONFECTIONER’S SUGAR
COHOE—FANCY RED

* SALMON

.

. .

CAN

21 C

PRUDENT E
CORNE:

LILY WHITE

. .

COD FISH

1 LB
P«.

.

22c

CAN

SWEET MIX, SWEET PLAIN. SOUR PLAIN

PICKLES

7 OZ
JARS

....

CUBSTAXTIAL SANDWICHES and salads can often be used with
great effectiveness in place of more elaborate main course dishea
tli.-h' in
luncheons, suppers, and party snacks. They take so little time and
effort to prepare and pay big dividends in novel and attractive service.
It is possible to introduce many a delightful whim of your own in food
combinations and garnishes not so easily added to more formal
recipes. Their range of variation is infinite, too. They can be adapted
to light festive food for entertaining, delicate party pick-ups, or hearty
wholesome feasts for hungry folk. Any way they are served, sand
wiches and salads are sure to win new laurels.
Corn Chowder (ready,to-serve)
Grilled Supper Snacks
or
Hot Tuna Fish Sandwiches with Mushroom Sauce*
Fresh Fruit
Chocolate Wafers
Coffee

•

Cream of Celery Soup (ready-to-serve)
Cranberry Chicken Molds*
or
Veal Salad with Cranberry Jelly
Buttered Asparagus on Toast
Hot Buttered Biscuits
Coffee
Candies
(•I Indicates recipes given below

Hot Tuna Fish Sandwiches with i chopped celery, % cup finely diced
cup finely chopped
Mushroom Sauce—Combine 2 cups apple and
of the
flaked tuna fish, from which oil pecans or almonds. Pour
has been drained, wikh 1 teaspoon mixture into individual molds to
inch in thickness and chill until
Prepared Mustard. Spread a gen
erous amount of this filling on firm. Place a ti inch layer of
slices of hot toast. Melt 2 table Chicken Salad (recipe below) over
spoons butter in a saucepan, add -1 these, cover with remaining cran
tablespoons flour and blend well. berry jelly, and continue chilling.
Pour in 1 medium can Cream of ] Unmold and serve on beds of waterMushroom So-p and stir until cress 'or lettuce and garnish with
thickened. Pour this sauce over the Mayonnaise. Salad may be molded
fish on toast and garnish with in layers in square pans and cut
slices of Stuffed Spanish Olives into squares.
and slices of hard cooked egg.
Chicken Salad—Soak 1 table
cup
Cranberry Chicken Molds— spoon granulated gelatin in
(serves 10)—Cranberry Jelly Salat' cold wnter for 5 minutes, then dis
—Cook 2 cups cranberries in 1 cup solve over boiling water. Add 2
boiling water just until skins pop cups finely diced cold cooked
open. Force through strainer. Soak chicken, turkey or pork; 1 - 3'i oz.
l’A tablespoons granulated gela bottle Stuffed Spanish Olives, diced;
tin in H cup cold water for 5 min 1 cup chopped celery; Vt teaspoon
utes. Add the gelatin and % cup salt and a dash of pepper. Mix
sugar to the cranberries, stirring thoroughly. Since the amount of
after addition of each until dis liquid is so small, do not leongeal
solved. Cool until jelly begins to before placing over the layer of
congeal, then add Vt cup finely congealed cranberry salad.

POP CORN . .

/\UNT JEMIMA

2

10 oz

CELLO P..GS

29c

ECONOMY SPECIAL/
★ 1 a oz

pkg

PAN CA*E

FLOUR
2 pkgs 23c

Hersksy’s Chocolate

★ 1 3 OZ JUG Splendid Vanilla
★ 14i4 oz tin, Marshmallow Fluff

JELL-0

3

29c

ALL FOR
WORCESTER

* SALT

23<

19c

JUMJO—30. AMERICAN VARIETY
By JOSEPHINE GIBSON
Director, Heinz rood Institute

FEET

HASH

. .

REGULAR
5c VALUE

1 •/» LB
PKGS

12<

OXTON’S

COCOAMUT NEEDHAMS

2

BARS

9c

PKGS

17c

QUAKER
CORN MEAL

2

PKGS

19c

SPLENDID

.

LGE
CAN

PINEAPPLE JUICE .
SCOT TOWELS PAPER

18 OZ
.ANS

MINCE MEAT .

27c

CALO
DOG AND CAT

FOOD

DOLE'S

3

CANS

25c

ROLL

CLEAN SWEEP

BROOMS ....

EACH

Sunshine

NATION-WIDE

GRANULES

cleanser'FREE

NATION-WIDE

SHEET
dtunlti cnearrt-tiiJeauceyCA.
17c
TOILET TISSUE . 3 1000ROLLS
SML
CRACKERS
LGE
19c GRAHAM
39c-2 PKGS
RINSO 2 PKGS
Kiddies Favoriteserved w/th M//K
LIFEBUOY SOAP
BARS 25c

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS

Almost in drsprraton 1 began
searching thr food ads in the
newspaper, hoping to And some
thing different, something bet
ter, something more to the lik
ing of an active man . . ,

Legal Notice

THOMASTON

FAMOUS READING
ANTHRACITE

Commls'icner and Mrs. R;dncy E.
Feyler have returned from a business
trip to Portland.
Misses Beatrice Miller and Made
line Miller, students at Thomaston
High School, 'pent the weekend at
their home.
Mias Nellie A. Fales. who is blind,
fell Saturdav at her heme, receiving
cuts on her face and head. Help was
summoned by Mrs. Cook, and Mr. and
Mrs Maynard Spear tcck charge.
Mrs. Ernest Pearl who has been
guest of her sister, Mrs. William Flint,
returned Saturday to Marlboro, Mass.
The Thomaston section of Route
No 1 is holding up well under winter
traffic. As an important link it is
kept open to travel.
At the Community Brotherhood
meeting tonight, supper will be served
at 6 30. An address titled. "Highway
Safety' will be given by O. E. Wish- I
man. safety engineer at the cement!
plant.
Miss Ler.a Shorey of the Portland j
High School staff visited her parents (
over the weekend.
Relatives and friends are having
a post card shower Friday for Mrs. I
H. W Whitehili who has been ill |
since Thanksgiving. It is hoped she
may receive many cards to cheer her
on to an early recovery.
• • • »

COAL

Stove, F.gg and Nut Coal ....
Pea Coal ..................................
Buckwheat Coal ...................
New England Coke..............
Coarse Run of Mine Soft Coal...............
Screened Lump Soft Coal .
Pocahontas Nut Coal.........
Fitted Hard Wcod ..............

... $15.00
... 13.75
... 10.25
... 14.00
...
9.25
... 10.00
....
9.75
.... 10.00

DUNN & ELLIOT
TEL 5,

THOMASTON, ME.
11-12

—Pkcto Gratt Luce ——

SOUTH AMERICAN AGRICULTURALISTS
HESE gentle-eyed oxen and their ; on many forms, but the most popu

Indian driver ccme from a long ] lar was the llama and the ear of
T
line ot agriculturists. The driver is con. or maize. Such huaca* were

descended from the Incas whose ir- | used in various ways to Insure a
rigation systems and “staircase ! fruitful harvest—they were burled,
farms" clinging In terraces to the for Instance, near the irrigation
canals in the belief that such
sides ot the steep peaks ot the Andes fetishes could prevent leaks and in
are the wonder ot modern engineers sure tbe drainage of the maize
and one ot the most amazing sights fields. In addition, the Indians made
enjoyed by travelers visiting Peru J supplication with sacrificial offer
on the weekly cruises from New ings to the various spirits known as
York.
mamas, whom they believed held
So important was the growing of the power to aid the growth of their
maize in Inca times that many of various crops. The maize-mother,
the ancient fetishes and “spirits” known as the saramama. was natu
were associated with agriculture. rally tbe most Important for she
Huacas—objects held sacred by the governed the chief source ot the
Indians of the Inca Empire — took food supply.

Mrs. Ruby Hoit went Thursday to
•ortland to pass the remainder of
he winter with her son and daugher-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Hoit.
At the annual meeting of the Sew- |
ng Circle held recently Mrs. Franz
jeyonbom was re-elected president;
drs. C. H. Wellington, vice presilent; Ruby Hoit. secretary; Mrs.
lames Burkell, treasurer.
Two new teachers have recently
teen added to the Sunday School in
.he persons of Mrs. Althena Tibbetts
md Mrs. Tuttle.

KEAUY l-'OK A TURN AROUND
DECK

t
i

-•«•»«•»••••••••• 4
Maine 4-H Clubs had an enroll- |

ment of 4.243 on January 15.
• • • •
One Maine dairyman has installed
ultra-violet lamps over his dairy herd
in an effort to improve the health of
the cows and to increase the vitamin
content of the milk.
■ • • «
Research conducted by the U. S.
bureau of chemistry and soils led to
a new system of pasteurization for
canned orange juice that retains
both thc flavor and vitamin content
of the Juice. The portion of the
orange crop going into canned juice
has increased ten times in the past
five years.

Watts Hall, Thomaston

WILL ROGERS
in

|
|

|
|
1

!
j

'■pillS strangely assarted trio are
• all ready for a turn around deck.
Miss Ann Serafin. waitress on tbe
Santa uucia. is shown perched pre
carlously on a turtle with a threemonths-old wildcat ln her bands—
two passengers who became her
particular friends on the voyage up
from South America.
Tho turtle, one o' the ugliest,
most hard-boiled-looking animals ln
the world, belongs to a family living
on the Galapagos Islands which can
trace its ancestry back to deluvlan
times—land turtles which achieve a
weight of 500 pounds and live to a
ripe old age of 300 years. This particulariy toughlookir.g native son
came north to go civilized In the
Bronx Zoo, New York.
The ocelot Is a tropical edition of
the wildcat, or tiger cat and when
full grown is only 3 feet lung. He
is an agile tree climber and preys
mainly on birds. Although m^ch
more beautiful and more innocent
to look upon than the monster turtie, the ocelot is at hvart and often
in action, a little savage. He may be
tamed and pampered to the point
where he is seemingly quite civilIzed yet one sniff of * fowl, his favorite food, 13 always a signal for
a chicken-house raid.

j

'
!
:
i
I
.
I
J
j
j
I’holQ

Gnu Lint —

‘IN 01J) KENTUCKY’
Last chance to see this comedian's
last picture

TUESDAY, JAN. 28
Ako BANK NIGHT

vs.

La Folle Shoppe. Inc.
Petition for creditors to prove claims
and order thereon.
Respectfully represents Alan L. Bird
Receiver ln the above entitled cause, and
asks that this Honorable Court fix a
time for the proof ot claims against said
corporation and that all creditors of
said corporation be required within said
time to present their claims for adjudlsented shall be forever barred.
ALAN L. BIRD
Receiver
Dated at Rockland. Maine
January 11. 1938
Upon the foregoing petition. It ls
ORDERED
That the creditors of La Folle Shoppe
Inc be and they hereby are required to
present their claims against said cor
poration supported by affidavit and to
file the same ln this Court or with the
Receiver on or before the first day. of
I June. 1936. and that all claims not'so
presented are and shall be forever
barred, and that on or before five days
after ssld date the Receiver and all
other parties Interested may file assent
to such claims as ere correct, and ob
jections to any which should not be
allowed; that the Court may thereafter
make decree allowing or disallowing the
claims filed.
Said Receiver shall notify each known
creditor to prove Ills claim on or before
June 1. 1936 and publish an abstract of
this petition with a copy of this order
thereon once a week for three successive
weeks in the Courler-Osaette the last
publication to be at least three months

VINALHAVEN

1

HOME-AG.-FAX

Cnnarinr r-~,w
superior Court
in nquitj
No Ml
Theodore B La Folley

WM H FISHER
Justice Superior Court
Dated at Augusta. Maine
January 11. 1936
A true copy of petition with order
thereon.
.
'
MILTON M GRIFFIN.
Clerk
It. 8. |
9-T-15

Robert A. Watts

LIBERTY

Knox. ss.

They're Here! New 1936

VIOLIN AND PIANO

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

Winter Service 1935-1936
Dally Except Sunday
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Eastern Standard Time
Read Up !
Read Down
P. M
A. M.
5 30 Lv. Swan's Island.
Ar. 6.00
630 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.43
Ar. 3 30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
415 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
Lv 1 30
0 30 Ar. Rockland.
12O-U

GOLD

Katherine Crockett

CLARENCE E. DANIELS

TENANT’S HARBOR, Ml

JEWELER

9-11

The true cacti are all those
plants which botanists include In
tbe family Cactaceae, and they are
placed there because no matter
how differeut they may appear ln
outward form, examination of the
flower structure reveals that they
are more closely related one to the
other than they are to any other
family of plants, observes a writer
in the Rural New-Yorker.
They are truly an American fam
ily for, with the exception of one
small genus in Madagascar, the en
tire group is confined to North and
South America and the West In
dies. although various species, par
ticularly of the genus Opuntia (the
prickly pears) are now naturalized
In Australia, the Mediterranean
region, Asia and Africa. Many suc
culent plants occur In the desert
regions of the world which more or
less resemble cacti to the casual
observer, and plants of thts kind
are found In thp daisy. Poinsettia,
Illy and many other families.

370 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

R•

»
«

What you don’t
know about bargains

won’t help you
With sales on every hand the average man of
the city cannot help but wonder if there really

is any value whatever to men's clothing.
Should we buy today or will the price be lower

tomorrow.

Walled Lakes
Walled lakes or wall lakes are
so-called because when they were
first explored they were found to
have arotin(l their shores "walls" of
large boulders. Usually there is a
local tradition that Indians built
them for defensive purposes. These
•‘walls” are known In geology as Ice
ramparts, formed around shallow
lakes hy the expansion of water
when it freezes, forcing boulders
away from the lake bottom and to
ward the shore. The boulders have
In most cases been carried away
and used for building purposes,

Here’s the perfect winter overcoat

—skillfully tailored.
Warm, snug.

Fits like a million dollars.

Rich in appearance.

Price today and every day—

(
4
♦
R•
• •R
I SITUATED pleasantly Good lawn and
; sun porch, modern Ready rental aoartI ment 7 rooms, garage Tel 958-J. 10*12
HEATED room to let central location.
I price reasonable . Tel 10S7-M_____ 12*14
MODERN tenement of 5 rooms to let.
at 44 Middle Street. L F. CHASE, Tel
1 1185-W___________________
7-tf
[ FURNISHED
second-floor
heated
1 apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST
I__ ______________________________ 12*14
SIX room house with bath, all rew
I Improvements, to let alao garage. In
quire 15 Rockland street. Tel 868 7-tf
FOUR room furnished apartment with
bath to let. V F STUDLEY. Tel. 1154i 330.________________________ 7-tl
FURNISHED apartment to let. 3 or 4
rooms, all modern and Telephone. En - 1
[ quire at 57 Crescent St
6-tf
UNFURNISHED apartment to let
I corner Warren and Main streets, bath
I hot water heat, garage C A HAMIL
TON. 29 Chestnut street. Tel. 936-J
I _ _________________________________ 2-tf 1
TWO apartments ot 4 and 5 roortu
I with bath heater, garage and garder
Inquire 12 Knox 8t ■ Te! 156-W._____ 1-U
HOUSE of alx rooms for rent, reemtis
General Education Board's Duties renovated, furnished or unfurnished, at
[ Spruce Head Plenty of firewood for tht
The purpose and activities of the ; cutting Rent reasonable TEL. ROCK
123*tl
general education board are: To I.AND 793-W al-er 4 p m

promote education within the Unit
ed States without distinction of
race, sex or color. In the field of
public education the hoard co-operates with state departments of education In the South In the support
of (a) certain administrative dlvisions during the period of estab
lishment
and demonstration and
i Silent Sisters at a 5 o'clock dinner;
(b) occasional conferences of southThursday.
ern educational leaders; assists
Miss Dorethy Thomas entertained state universities nnd state colleges
at bridge Saturdav night at her home. In Improving practice-teaching faMrs. E A. Smallev was hoste:; Fri- cllltles. and grants fellowships for
further training for important po
day to Neighborhood Club.
sitions in the field of public educa
• • • •
tion. The board’s activities Include
V-Ishutdcr ' 4-H Club
also programs of development In
The first meeting of the 4-H Club J the science of education, research
cf Vinalhaven was held Friday night J In, education and the processes of
education. The board co-operates
at the home of Mrs. A A. Peterson. also In a general plan of proposed
! the lccal leader. There were nine activities in negro education.
members present.
Election cf officers resulted thus: I
First American Book
President. Lois Webster; vice preslThe Bay Psalm Book, which was
j dent, Pauline Smith; secretary. Edith '
putdished at Cambridge, Mass., ln
1 Roberts; treasurer Ethel Wood; color 1640, was for many years supposed
bearer. Barbara Roberts; club report- to be the first book printed on the
I er, Carolyn Dyer; cheer leader, j American continent, until It was
i Winona Ross; assistant leader. Mrs j noted that books had been printed
' Owen Roberts; lccal leader. Mrs. A. by the Spaniards In Mexico over a
A. Peterson. Other members present century earlier. It Is stated In
“Fernandez' Ecclesiastical
His
j were Virginia White and Corinne
tory,” published In Toledo, Spain,
j Greenleaf.
In 1G11. that the first book printed
It was voted to name the club “The In the New world was a devotional
V-Islanders." The girls chose sewing book for the guidance of thc faith
ful members of the church, pub
for their project.
lished by Antonio'd Ispanola In the
VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND STBT Co. city of Mexico In 153.", hy order of
Service to Vlnxlhxvtn, North Raven.
the Spnnish viceroy. There Is no
Stonington, Isie an Haut, Swan'i
copy of this first American book
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Oet. 1, 1915
knowD to be In existence.

OLD

MISCELLANEOUS J

i

Installation of the officers of Mar
guerite Chapter. OES. will take
place Monday with the retiring ma
tron. Mtss Elizabeth Rcss. as Install
ing officer.
At the evening meeting of Union
Church Sunday, a chorus of 20 men s
voices featured the musical numbers
and a male quartet sang "Where is 1
My Wandering Boy Tonight ” and
"Throw Out the Life Line." Rev. N
F. Atwood gave a talk on the hymn.
"What a Friend We Have tn Jesus."
Mrs E. A Smalley was organist.
During the big gale Thursday sev
eral fishermen's boats, parted their j
moorings and went ashore. Str. I
North Haven made the trip from
Swan's Island, but, unable to dock [
here, returned to North Haven ar.d j
tied up for the night. Returning
Friday morning fcr mail and passen
gers it then made the trip to Rock
land This is the first time in years,
that this harbor has been so rough, j
Mrs. Ethelyn Trefrev is visiting
relatives in Nova Scotia.
Prof and Mrs. Arthur Burns and
children who have been visiting |
his parents Capt. and Mrs Wil-1
liam Burns, returned Saturdav to!
Hanover, N H.. where Prof. Burns
will resume his duties at Dartmouth
College.
■
Mrs I. W Fifleld entertained the ’

WE BUY

FOR SALE

Adverrlaementa tn this oolumn nos to

”',*»d *hr»e Unm Inserted ones for IS
thrM timee for JO cents AddlAARON S SMALLEY estate tn St.
tional lines Ove cents each for one time
10 cents for three times. Six words ' Oeorxe on state road. 1 mile from P O .
8 room house and barn. 2 acres cultlmake____
a llne._________
——vated lend with shore privilege 4 acres
—
wood land
OERTRUDE PIERSON.
•**•**•* 2J Central St. Camden
11*1."
BEST under cover dry hard fitted wood
*8 50 cord; Junks. *8 50; long. *7 FRANK
ERICKSON. R No. 1 Box 70. Thomas
|R*«,***»********p ton
10*11
TWO Drag Nets for sale. SO ft. end 80
bill lost on Jan 11 between
p DOLLAR
alJ9 boards, like new. CARLOS DAVIS
L. O and Berry Engine House Finder ;
Courler-Oazette. Tel, 770.___________ • I BUILDINO 25x80 tn Camden for sale or |
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss 1
°“ Washlngton St. was used by
also wood working
of deposit book numbered 4448 and the Ford Agency;
machines.
TIBBETTS
HARDWARE
owner of said book asks for duplicate ln
accordance with the Provision bf the Camden.__________________________ 7-12
State Law SECURITY TRUST CO Rock
TWO >« Iron beds, mahogany stained.
land By ENSION OTIS. Receiver
2 mattresses and springs Cheap for
cash C. A EMERY Tel 436-M______ 6-tf
HARD coal. *15; coke. *11; Pochontas
lumpy. *9 25; Pochontas nut (special
for stoves) *9 75; Dry fitted hard wood.
*10 J. B PAULSEN, Tel. Thomaston
84-2
1-U
BEST dry hard wood under cover; ;
WANTED TWO MEN with care to j g}^'
klndUngs^ T*0? CARROLL
handle established Watkins Routes. 600 Thomaston. Tel. 283-21 Rockland
1-tf
or more customers assure steady In.
.
come of *25 to *40 weekly No Invest
ment required Write at once
E R.
Box 367. Newark. N J
12*13
WOMAN wanted for general house
work Cannot pay high wages Write ’ .
MRS CHARLES H CONANT R I B 17.
Warren. Maine
12*14 , R
LADIES— Reliable hair goods at RockPOSITION wanted, housekeeper, com“a.™
panlon or assist with work, care for
5* c' mmer81 T.Y 519 J*
children or eeml Invalids Experienced
*». C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
L O H. 122 Camden
street.
12-14 —________
_____________
_____
bait at H H CRIE A CO . Tel.
MAN or woman wanted to supply 205LIVE
Rockland
12-lt
customers with famous Watkins Products in Rockland and nearby rural i CLEANING, pressing and repairing
______ ___________
locality No investment.
Business estab- i Suits made to order Not responsible for
ltshed.' earnings average *25 weekly' pay I goods left over ninety days. A JOHNSON
“
—- "----------* ■
—
- J.
- Marts
Immediately.
Write
R WAT- the tailor. Thomaston.
11*13 (
KINS CO. 231-45 Johnson Ave . Newark
SKATE sharpening, prompt service.
N J.
12*lt CRIE HARDWARE CO . 408 Main street
:__________________________ »-«
Cacti Family American;
WATCHMAKER—All kinds; watches,
I Clocks, repaired. CaU and deliver. 8 A.
Plant Has Many Copies
Macomber. 23 Amesbury St.. Tel 958-J
147*159-tf

'I

Lessons on Violin and Piano
Given at Homes of Pupils

Since
then our
mealtimes
have
been things of Joy.
John's boyish en
thusiasm for every-

And I did: The ads in
The Courier - Gazette
showed
me
exactly
where to go for the
lai n t varieties, the

In Everybody’s Column

STATE OF MAINE

before said first day of June 1936__

Robert A. Watts. 83. cne of the old- ;
est citizens of this town died Satur
day at his home at Mill River. He
had been in ill health for some years
but his death was not indicated by
any sudden ill turn. Mr. Watts was
married to Miss Annie Colson and
ebserved last year the 50th anniver
sary of the wedding.
H? is survived by his wife, a daugh
ter. two sons, two sisters Mrs. Kath
erine Bucklin of Port Arthur. Texas.
Miss Edna Watts of this place; and
nine grandchildren.
Funeral services were held yester
day morning at St. John's Church.
Rev Peter B Frankl.n officiating.
Interment was in the Thortiaston
cemetery.

jl
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TO LET

$25.00
GREGORY’S

EGGS AND CHICKS

DAY old Hall Cross pullets and R. I
Reds Tested stock, order now. CARL O
NELSON 310 Limerock St Tel. 714-W
6-tf
POULTRY wanted, i POUST. 138
Limerock street, Rocklana. Tel. 377-W
1-tf

All eggs laid on our farms. Maine
Accredited Pullorum Clean. 8779
birds tested — no reactors.

REDS,
CROSSBREDS
Baby Cockerels,
Bah.v Pullets
Bred for heavy laying, fast growing
and quick feathering.
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Oet our Catalogue—that's the
Maine Idea

CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS
( ■

R F D No 9. WINTERPORT MAINE
Also through N E. CHICK
SERV" 1

T . ............. ..... JJ

WARREN FARMERS' IttTUAL INS., CO.
Warren. M InASSETS DEC 31. '.935
Cash In office and bank......
*3,901 32
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1935
Net cash assets....................
*3,901 32
Premium notes subject to
assessment.............. ......... a....
16.765 00
Deduct all assessments and
payments .............................
1.676 50
Balance due on premium
notes ................................... *15,088 50
VIRGIL E HILLS.
Secretary.
12-T-18

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

THERE--.
IS

ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER

AND
THAT IS

1

TAKE HOME A BOTTLE

Us O BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

Every-Other-Day
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OCl ETY

Modern External
Treatment Helps
End Colds Sooner

Just Rubbed on at Bedtime
Its Double - Direct Action
Continues Through Hours
Mrs. Harriet Frost was hostess to
In addition to personal notea regardS.gn?ePe:ptecI“.y“ddee,57«L''«m.«K the Breakfast Bridge Club yesterday.
of Restful Sleep.
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc 1
--------Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
_
__
gladly received.
| Mr. and Mrs. Parker E. Worrey and
TELEPHONE_______________ 770 or 7M son Parker were guests of relatives ln

Bath Sunday.

OFTEN RELIEVES BY MORNING
Before a miserable
cold gets you down, go
to bea and apply Vicks
VapoRub. Two gener
ations have proved
- . - ... . VapoRub the surest
lelp to a milder, shorter cold.

Local interest is being shown ln
thc announcement of the engage
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel enter
ment of Miss Lillian Nelson Dunton tained at cards Thursday evening,
'usY rubbwl on throat and chest
of Boothbay Harbor to William G. their guests being Mr. and Mrs
Williams of Camden. Mr. Williams j Edward Baxter, Mr. and Mrs. Harry at bedtime, VapoRub acts two waya
several years ago was a member of Leve:
vensaler, Mr. and Mrs. John Luke, at once:
1. By stimulation through the skin,
the clerical staff of the Rockland & Miss
like a poultice or plaster.
Rockport Lime Corp, and is now em Arthur Bowley and Leland Blacking- , 2. By inhalation of its penetrating
medicated vapors, released by
ployed by the Knox Woolen Mills as ton Jr. Mr. Blackington, Mrs. Bax
body heat and breathed in direct
a designer of felts. Miss Dunton is ter and Mr. Luke won honors.
to inflamed air-passages.
a graduate of Boothbay Harbor High
Continuing through the night,
School and of Gorham Normal
Kendric Libby who is employed in this combined vapor-poultice action
loosens phlegm - soothes irritated
School, and is a teacher in the public Portland was home for the weekend.
membranes-helps break congestion.
schools of her home town.
Often, by morning the worst of the
Mrs. Irl Hooper entertained friends cold is over.
Miss Anne McLaughlin is spending Friday afternoon at contract bridge.
For Fowor and Shorter Colds
Note for your family: Vicks has
three weeks with her niece Mrs. N. Prizes were won by Mrs. Raymond S.
A. Palzcr, Douglaston, Long Island, Bird, Mrs. Charles Babb Jr., of Cam
N. Y. while on a vacation from the den, Mrs. Robert Jewell and Miss of Colds. Thia commonsense guide to
Hazel Marshall.
fewer and ahorter colds has been
Senter-Crane store.
Mrs. Charles E. Thurlow informally [ Mr and Mrs- Huston ^"8 (Elda
entertained at tea Friday.
I Lermond) of Portland were weekend
I guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Nichols.
'-------I
Tlie Masons and their ladies are
Flying Needles met last week with
looking forward to a gala event Peb.
Marguerite Mahoney, all members
20, at Temple hall, when a selected j
being present. Sewing and cards
committee will hold a masquerade j
party in the splrlj of the season, j were diversions of the evening, and
refreshments were served. The next
Members of the committee are Miss;
meeting will be with June Chatto.
Leah Ramsdeil. Mr. and Mrs. George [
L. St. Clair, Dr. and Mrs. E. W. | The second meeting of the season
was with Ruth Witham, members
Peaslee. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Trecartin ,
present being Ruth, Vivian Strout.
and Dr. I. P. Tuttle of Appleton.
Louise Seavey. Marguerite Mahoney,
June Chatto and Naomi Rackliffe.
Mrs. Earl McIntosh and Mrs. Leola
Music, sewing and refreshments were
Rose were recent guests of Mr. and
enjoyed.
Mrs. A. J. Huston in Portland.
HN. McDougall returned SaturMiss Elizabeth Hagar was home day from philadelphia where
at_
from Bates College for the weekend.
tended the Bankers' Convention.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford E.
Welt Have Many Callers
On Golden Wedding Day
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford E. Welt
celebrated their golden wedding Fri
day by keeping open house at their
home at 14 Ocean street. Despite the
severe cold weather and icy condi
tions of the streets, there were many
callers, among whom were Mrs.
Welt’s sister, Mrs. Nettie Creamer,
Mrs. Martha Benner, Albee SideUnger and Gabriel Winchenbaugh. of
Waldoboro; Mrs. H. H. Hanscom and
daughter, Miss Marjorie Hanscom,
of Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Welt were remem
bered in many ways, cards, letters,
telegrams, flowers, confectionary,
money, one gift which merited
special mention being a beautiful
I tablc iamp a glft from friends and
.
monv
1 neighbors. There were also m y
other Individual gifts.
The tea table was most attractive,
i laid with a lace cloth, and the cen-

orated In white and gold and bearing
a miniature bride and groom, this
clinically tested by practicing phy
being the handiwork of Miss Marie
sicians and further proved in every
Dorgan. Yellow flowers and candles
day home use by millions. Full
details of Vicks Plan come in each were also used effectively. The tea
VapoRub package.
table was presided over by Mrs.
Harold Marshall and Mrs. Herman
Million Vick Aide Uiod Yearly
Ovi
I Carr, Mrs. Georgia Cross assisted in
or Better Control ol Colds
serving. The guest book was ln
charge of Miss Virginia Flint. Yellow
jonquils formed charming room deco
A GOLDEN WEDDING
rations throughout the house.
Mr. and Mrs. Welt were married
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M.
on Jan. 24. 1886. by the late Rev. J.
Shepard Have Spent Mar- j. Bulfinch. at Waldoboro, Mrs. Welt

ried Life In Union

beln< Hattle Prances’ daughter of
_____
I Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ludwig. Their
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M Shepard, respective ages are 73 and 70. Durmarried 50 years Jan. 24. were quietly ln« thelr half centur>' of married llfe
five children were bom to them, two
congratulated Friday by friends and
) daughters and three sons, now all
neighbors at their home tn Union. dcccased the !ast
corporal
Aged 85 and 74 respectively now, they Harold E. Welt who served In the
have spent the entire half century of World War and died in the service
Rubinstein Club will present a pro
Mrs. Parker E. Worrey was hostess their married life in Union and very of hls country at Camp Upton, N. Y.
gram entitled “The Oentlemen
.
| Mr. Welt who has won an
to Thimble Club last evening.
Entertain" Friday at 7:45 at the
enviable reputation as violin maker
Universalist vestry, with S. T. ConsA pojt £ard showw k
ar_
They were married in Union by the Just completed a vlolin for thl8
tantlne as guest director. One of the ranged f<jr priday by frjends of late Rev. 8. D. Norcross, then pastor special occasion and it was played on
features will be the Pine Tree , Mrs H w ^RebUt, Thomaston, of the Union Congregational Church for the first time on the anniversary
Quartet, a recently formed organlza- wbo bas deen jjj Sjnce iast fall,
and are remembered by many per-: day. Miss Hanscom, a gfted musician
tion which will be heard with special
-------I sens in Warren and Union.
! had charge of thc musical features,
Interest. This will not be a guest
Tlie World Bridge Olympic which
Mrs. Shepard was born Sophia and was assisted by Mr. Winchenevening.
takes place on Feb. 4 is attracting Hemenway. one of the 11 children of baugh and Mrs. Emma Harvie.
lively attention among contract Mr. and Mrs. Harrison H. Hemenway. i
____________
The Masonic assembly yiursday bridge devoU!es Knox county play- I at West Camden, now West RockNORTH WALDOBORO
night brough out the usual large and , crs wiU haye opportunity to partlci- port. She went to Union Just a few
happy gathering. Thc next w ill be pate
event at
Knox Hotel years before her marriage.
Mrs. Lucv Clarry of Union is visit
Peb. 13. and the hosts are to be Mr. • Thomaston on that date at 8:01 p. m„
Mr. Shepard was born in Union,
and Mrs. F. A. Tirrell Mr. andI Mrs. with
c R
gs game
of James gnd
(Davls, ing her sister Florence Mank.
F.orence Smith has employment at
L. E McRae. Mr and Mrs
i am capUin. Registrations are already SNpard and is descendant of one of, the homc cf Mr and MreEfcriSmith
H. Rhodes and Mr. and Mrs.
ived. Anyone the oldest settlers of Union. He made m Waldoboro
’ , begi^g
beginning to be rece
received.
Daniels.
______ _
_
wishing
to ____
enter or ______
desiring ________________________________________
more his home some 12 years as a boy with
Beulah Mank and Elsie T ursAn
detailed information u>
is a»r
asked
to comcom- , hL aunt in Mattoon, Ill., his parents were recent Augu-ta visitors.
E
Stoddard
and
son
Richard
U
w
E
Maple Orange Circle meeU fw an
and Mrs F. L. Weeks were in Au- munlcate wlth *»• Decker at Cush- Uving died when he was but a small
! child and returned to his native an^jay session Thursday when elecgusta Saturday for funeral services lnstown in the 70's when a young man. tion of officers will be in erder.
of Mrs. Nettie Stoddard. They were
Saturday afternoon Alice Louise,
Mr. and Mrs. Shepard have an
Burnhelmer Bros, have a new truck.
accompanied by Joseph Goddard of , daughter of M- and
Vfrna, Hal,
i
u
a
.
u
v,
j
i
ad
°Pled daughter, Miss Georgia King
Reuel Orff and Everett Shuman deLincolnville.
_____
l, . ,8
,„Cr.
j T », a5L 5 Cn" shePard' now assistant to the treas- nvered a
of barrels Thursday in
'Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Lawrence left j cr alning 12 frlcnds at her home on urer of Wheaton College in Norton. portiand
Monday to spend several weeks with
‘ '^eCt. OamP<i werc Pla>cd' Mass.
j Edith Orff and two children were
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence in Coc '
cn enn ng winning t ej wjlb no cbUdren of their own. Mr. j cai^fs Thursday afternoon at the
coanut Grove, Fla. They were ac- j p“ze cr D-nnln8 on t e on eys tai and ^rs g^epard do have the un- home of Ada Carroll.
companied by Mrs. Addie M. King | and Rut^ McMahon^getting^the bocby
distinction of being great-greatprize In Bingo Clifton Hunt and gregt unc,e and aunt t0 a great-great
who will visit her daughter, Mrs.
Ruth McMahon won the prizes. A Kreat grand nephew phlnp Earl, in
Bryant Moore, in New York.
light lunch was served with birthday (ant son of Mr and Mrs LeWis Rab.
Mrs. A. R. Bacheldar was hostess cake and ice cream. The guests were . jnsQn Qf Warren
to Tango Club for supper and cards Joan and Clifton Hunt. Elizabeth and____________
Earl Haskell, Jane and Joan Abbott, j Mlss Flora Coison of Boston UniThursday.
Ruth McMahon. Pauline Havener. 1 versity. C.L.A.. arrived last night to
Mr. and Mrs George H. Huntley re Ruth Greene, Barbara Parsons. I
the mi(j.year recess of Un
turned Wednesday from a week's visit Shelby Glendenning and Barbara , days with her parents, Mr. and Mrs
with relatives in Boston and vicinity. Castner and Miss Alice M. Hall who Fred p Colson.
aided Mrs. Hall with the voung folks
-------Mrs. S. S. Waldrcn returned Sat The hostess received many nice gifts j Miss Edna Payson is ill with grippe
urday from Bcston where • she has
------at her home on Grace street.
has written a new serial
Byrcn Coombs who has been cn a
_____
been fcr treatment the past three
Mrs. Elmer E. Trask entertained
weeks at thc LahtY Clinic. The Baker business trip to Islesboro and Stonsmash of the Big Woods!
Clinic and the Deaconess Hospital. Ington was in the city Saturday en-' Friday evening to celebrate her '
She was accompanied home by her route to his homc at PieaAnt Point, birthday. The time was happily
"
spent in Bingo, with honors going to
sister. Miss Emma Titus of Brookline, Cushing.
-------Mrs. John Moore, James F. Hubert
who spent the weekend here.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Whitney en- and
Condon. Ice cream,
Judson Flanagan was heme from tertained at bridge Saturday night. ^rax and two birthday cakes the
thelr guests being Mr and Mrs. Fesof
Hubert and Mrs.
Gray for the weekend.
ter Jameson, Mr. and Mrs. Austin
Richards, were served. Those
Mrs. Gregory Wynne has returned Winchenbach. Mr. and Mrs. Andrew present were Mr and
Ralph
from Bangor where she was called by Currie of Waldoboro. Mr. and Mrs R,chgrds Mlss Elaine Richards. Mr.
the death of her sister, Mrs. James Harry H. Brown and Mr. and Mrs. and Mr#
Hunt, Mr and Mrs.
Kenney.
Benjamin Philbrook.
John Moore. Mr. and Mrs. James F.
—---. Hubert, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred P. ConMrs.’Addle Small who has been a
Mrs . John Gilmore and /on cf
patient at Maine General Hospital In Woclwich were ln the citv to attend
Portland is convalescing at the home the funeral cf her aunt Mrs. Emma children, Dorothy and Dennis. Mrs.Trask received many gifts. The oc- ’
of her daughter, Miss Laura Small,' R Bisbee.
caslon also served as an observance of
112 State street in the same city.
Mrs. Dannie Rose Gardner is in Au- Mrs. Hunt's birthday which fell on
Robert, son of Mr. and Mrs. L«roy burn ,0 spend two months with Missj the f'ame daU
Chatto, was host to several of hls Christine Norwood.
Be sure to look over re-marked |
young friends Saturday afternoon to
-------celebrate his 6th birthday which fell
Miss Leah Ramsdeil was hosUss to merchandise for real bargains, this j
the day before. His guests were the Alphabet Ciub and guAts Satur- week only. Among them a few skirts
Coiinne Smith, Eleanor and Barbara ! day evening at a Leap Year party, to be closed out at $1i00 each. 8ome
Young, Lucille KosUr, Kay SUvens, J courUsies being shown the fellows. dresses for $2.00 and $3.00. All sales
Evelyn Clark, Sabra Perry. Donald i Games included Leap Year Ulegrams, ( final; positively no exchanges. Al- i
Snowman and Kenneth Chatto. In making skeletons, small puzzles and freda Perry, 7 Limerock street —adv. j
games Sabra won the prize for pin- square teasers, seven group charades,
ning on the donkey's tall and Lucille drawing animals with eyes closed,
-----------------The thrilling, two-fisted
Fat a Birthday gift nothing would
the booby and Evelyn in the peanut a picture contest, with several prizes
story of a boy who
hunt. The refreshment! table was given. Members and guests present be more acceptable than a box of RY
tracked a villain all his
laid with a colorful Micky Mouse were Barbara O’Neil, Priscilla Love- TEX DECKLE EDOE VELLUM sta
life — and found him.
tablecloth. There were two birthday Joy, Barbara Derry. Nancy Snow, tionery printed with Name and Ad
cakbs with candles and other ga^, Barbara Griffin, Virginia Wood, dress or Monogram. During the [
Lightning action and
deckings, and each guest was pr<^" Helen Whitcomb. Marian Ludwick, month of January only you can buy j
adventure!
sented with favors. Robert was well Eleanor Barnard. Marilyn Ramsdeil, thts fine writing paper in DOUBLE
Margaret Davenport. Mary Dodge, the usual quantity (100 sheets and
remembered with gifts.
Read FLAME IN THE
Madeline Philbrick, Richard Elling 100 envelopes) at $1.00 a box, Including I
wood,
Clarence
Peterson,
Jack
Huke,
Manufacturers close,out of Knitted
the printing. See samples at The
FOREST every week OS
Suits enables us to offer you, two and William Karl, Stuart MacAlman. Courier-Gazette office—adv.
if appears serially in
three piece models that originally Fred Blackman, Charles Toner,
this newspaperl
sold for $13 75 and $16.50. at the low James Harding, Richard Marsh,
pric? of $6.95. On sale today. Bur* Sdward Storer, Donald Marriner and
Russell Hewett.
dell's Dress Shop —adv.

HAROLD
TITUS

FLAME in
the FOREST

,i

^sM
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WALDOBORO

STAR THEATRE
Waldoboro

Mrs. Kelsey Lash has been In Port
land.
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.
The Baptist Missionary Society
meets
Feb. 8 at the home of Mrs. W.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 28
H. Crowell.
“The Three Musketeers” I Mr. and Mrs. Luther Glidden have
with MARGOT GRAHAME
been Portland visitors recently.
and WALTER ABEL
Telephones have been installed In
Special Reel of the Dionne
| the residence of L. J. Davis and in
Quintuplets
the store of H. P. Hood & Co.
1 The Central Maine Power Cooking
THURSDAY, JAN. 30
, Schcol was held Thursday afternoon
“So Red the Rose”
i in Odd Fellows dining hall.
MARGARET SULLAVAN
1 Mrs. Priscilla Creamer and Mrs.
and R. SCOTT
Mildred Rcbertson have been visiting
i friends in Malden. Mass.
SATURDAY, FEB. 1
Fester Jameson has received many
“Broadway Hostess”
honors with his pen of Barred Rocks
with WINIFRED SHAW
on exhibition at the Egg Laying Con
and LYLE TALBOT
test at Hlghmoor Farm. For Decern-1
Matinee Saturdays at 2.30
ber he won first honors with 251 eggs
Children 15c
and 247 points. He has also received
News Tuesday and Saturday
j notice that he is high liner in the
Comedy With Every Show
11-12 i first weeks of the January contest.
Mr. Jameson, who has been an ex
hibitor in this contest since its be
WHITE RIBBONERS
ginning, is the possessor of several
blue ribbons.
Found Much To Interest The golden wedding anniversary of
Them At Meeting With Mr. and Mrs. Sanford E,. Welt holds
...
much interest to the friends of the
Miss Ada Young
I MUple Who are natives of this town.
Mr Welt is the son of the late Cyrus
The W.C.T.U. met Friday with
and Susan ,overlook) Welt and was
Ada Young, a goodly number of mem. in business here for several years be
bers and one guest present. A mem fore moving to Rcckland. Mrs. Welt
bership poster, with attractive design, was Hattie Ludwig and was born in
featuring the arbutus as the flower Winslow's Mills.
for the local union, was presented by
Mrs. Alice Kittredge. All unions hav-

lng a paid up membership by May 1st
will be reckoned a Holdfast Union in [
the National. Mrs. Kate Brawn pr^
sented a very interesting and infor
mative program under the subject,
“Character Building in the Home, the
School, the Church.” Reading from
extracts on the Life of John and
Betty Stans. Mrs. Brawn noted that
in the home life of the Stans much
emphasis was paced on daily Bible
reading by all the family at table

Bertha M. Burkett

Mrs Bertha M. (Chute) Burkett. 59.
died Saturday at her home at Kaler's
corner. Although she had not been
in gcod health for a number of years,
the end came suddenly. Mrs. Burkett
formerly resided in Massachusetts but
came here with her family many
years ago.
She is survived by her husband. Al
fred K Burkett; a son Lloyd, and two
brothers. Fred and Arthur Chute all
of this place. Services will be Held at
— —. ..
the home this afternoon an
In the German, receiving tomh

Miss Eleanor Griffith read an article Rcv Horace M.
y
by William Ridgway, "What is the officiating clergyman.
Best Way to Bring Them Up?" quoting "My husband and I drank when
METHEBESEC CLUB
j
we wanted to. It was no one's busi-[
,j
ness and wasn't hurting anyone." Papers On Great Ladies U* ,
But wasn't lt? It is the parents'
Italy,” By Mrs. Morgan
duty to teach our appreciation of
and Mrs. Beach
God's law.
Mrs Hope Brewster read an article
The meeting of the Methebesec
entitled An Adventure in Christian j Club Friday at Grand Army hall I
Faith, being an account of the estab brought out 35 members. Hostesses j
lishing of the School for Alcohol Edu. I were Mrs. Maude Blodgett, Mrs. Julia
cation in Evanston, Ill., under the j Murray, Mrs. Laura Maxey, Mrs
direction of Miss Bertha R. Palmer, Sarah Marsh and Mrs. Vivian Hew
made possible by the gift of $2000 by ett. Current events of a diverse na
one woman. This is the first school ture were presented by Mrs. Angelica
of the kind ever to be established, a 1 Qlover Mrs olover substituting at
teacher s training schcol for a limited lh£ ,ast moment for Mrs. Ethel Newnumber sent ln by the W C T.U. by cQmbe whQ was
u> be present.
Boards of Education, or these personresignation of Mrs Nellie Hatch j
ally interested. Twenty thousand Hal, was reCeived with regret It was j
dollars set aside from the Frances dlcided that each member be prlvl- !
Willard Memorial Fund will make ,eged t0 lnylte 0„e gue6l for the an- |
this school a prominent feature of |)Ual ^gt meeting Feb. 21 when Mrs.
the Educational Program of the Harriet stlckney of Belmont. Mass., j
W.C.T.U. which program educators wU,
gMest speaker.
are saying is the most hopeful thing
Dorothy Smalley and Mrs.
on the horizon today. The first ses- Irene Waiker gaVe as piano duets
sion of the school is being held dur- Intermezzo from Cavaleria Rusticana'
ing January. February and March (Mascagni-, and A. Frangesa Marsh
Maine is being represented by Mrs. by Costa their piaying being great- |
Ruth Walsh, who will return to do ly enjoyed.
teaching service in the state.
The subject of thc program was
Plans for raising the local quota of “Great Ladies of Italy, Past and
S100 were disclosed. It was left with prescnf Mrs. Gladys Morgan prethe effleers to work out a defln.te senring the paper on the past. Mrs.
plan.
: Morgan chose out of the vast array 1
Miss Florence Hastings read an ex- j of famous Italian women of bygone
tract from the Church in National' yfars Petrarch's Laura (Laura dcLife by Hon. Lewis F. Fawcett. Justiic sade), Dante's Beatrice (Beatrice
of the Supreme Court of New York portinari), and Beatrice and Isabella
He said that "the Sunday school is tnr^be. two of the most famous
the mightiest institution in the world women of the Renaissance. Adding
for good. Out of 8030 convictions interest to her paper was the dlsfor crime of youths 21 and under not play Q{ excellent pictures which she
one was an attendant at Sunday ___________________________ _
school. In thousands of divorces at
no time were both parties active
WED.-THURS.
members of any church.”
A general discussion closed thc
program.

FILLING BASKETS

The Thomaston High School
Girls Appear To Be Hav
ing a Walkover
Thomaston basketball fans are
“tickled pink" with the fine showing
which is being made by the girls'
team this season, and this should
rightfully be the case, as the T.H.S.
girls appear to be headed toward thc
State championship. Reference has
already been made to thc victory over
the Lincoln Academy girts lasl Friday
night, when the home team won 52
! to 18. The score:
Thomaston—Feyler rf, Johnson If,
I Coates c, rg. Felt cc, Jacobs rg, Bradj ley lg. Substitutes, Jack c, Condon
If, I. Henry rf. H. Johnson lg. J. Henry
1 sc, -Davis if.
j Lincoln Academy—Sidelinger rf,
[Simmons if. Cheney c, M. Jones sc,
Elliott rg, E. Jones lg. Substitutes.
Chandler rg, Hellier rg, Clifford sc.
[stetson lg.
Field goals, Feyler 14, Jchnson 7,
Davis 1, Sidelinger 2, Simmons 3.
Fouls, Feyler 3, Johnson 5, Sidelin
ger 5, Simmons 3.
Referee. Wotlon. Timers, Bailey
and Grafton. Scorers, Seeber and
Bates.

T OF
DRAMA THAT’Ll
bill
THE FUSES!
a fc ■

Bette Davis
DANGEROUS
**“nchot To.,

NOW PLAYING

,

“ANYTHING GOES"
with

BING CROSBY

ETHEL MERMAN

JAN. 30,1936

THERE'S FUN TO BE HAD

AND OOOD TO BE DONE

BUY YOUR
TICKETS

★ NOW ★
Be thankful that your child is well

and strong. And keep them well

by dressing them in Heavy Water

proofed Snow Suits. We are show

ing some unusual values for
*

$5.00 and $3.50

GREGORY’S

AN ANNOUNCEMENT!

DORIS HEALD SCHOOL OF DANCING
Begins Its Second Term
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1
K. OF P. HALL
Tap, Toe, Ballroom. Ballet and Acrobatic Dancing
Classes for Boys and Girls
Class Lessons, 30c. Private Lessons, $1.00

the little ad that saves 1

F

COMING IN DAILY!

THE NEW

UAL WASHABLE WALLPAPERS

had obtained from thc Boston
EAST
See
theseWALDOBORO
beautiful patterns
Museum of Fine Arts, in the display
e
Are
Closing
1935 atPatterns
At
being several pictures of St. Cath
Visitors Sur.davOut
afterncon
the
erine ot Alexandria. St. Catherine of hem:} ONE-HALF
cf Mr. and Mrs. PRICE
Redd.ngton
Siena, -Dante's Beatrice. Catherine Miller and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Miller
Come See the Splendid Values!
del Medici. Lucrezia Borgia. Beatrice were Mr and Mrs. Philip Seektns and
B. HASTINGS
& Doris of Thomaston; Mrs.
Cemct. Beatrice and E.
Isabella
d'Este. daughter
Giovanna d'Aragona who was the N. H Little and Harry Holmberg of
most beautiful woman of the Renais Warren; Oardiner Mank and Fred
sance. and other Italian women of Monroe of this tewn.
fame
Mrs. Jane Beach treating the
Caution to pedestrians: Walk cn
present told of Grazia Deledda. the left side of the read I
Sardinian authoress, whose novel
"The Mother” won the Nobel prize,
WEDNESDAY NITE IS
and who is in the Academy of Im
mortals, one of three women selected
by Mussolini for this honor. Amclita
Oalll-Curcl. noted coloratura soprano
Margherita Sarfatti. known as "the
woman behind
Mussolini.”
an
author and one of the most cultured
and intelligent women of Italy; her
biography of Mussolini is her out
standing achievement and has been
translated into many languages.
Matilda Serao. Journalist and novel
ist. who left 30 notable works when
her death in 1927 occurred; her
works have been translated into all
thc important European languages.
Donna Rachel, wife of Benito Mus
solini. the mother of five children,
faithful, efficient and self effacing.
Ada Negri, poetess, called by some as
“the poet laureate of Italy." Eleanora
Duse, noted actress, one of the great
est that has ever lived and acclaimed
by many as Bernhard's equal.
Both papers displayed much re
search and thought ln preparation.
The meeting Feb. 7. will be at thc
home of Mrs. Elonia Tittle, with
Miss Caroline Stanley as hostess.
Members are asked to note change
from the original announcement that
Mrs. Annie Stevens would be hostess.
The program on Italian Cathedrals
will be presented by Mrs. Glover and
Miss Caroline Jameson.

CO.QBBB^

BANK NITE
$25.00 award

NOTICE!
Shows. 2.00, 6.30 and 8.30
Continuous Saturday, 2.00 to 10 SO
Phone 892

After being absent from my office
wversl weeks I have resumed
practice as usual.
PR. J. H. DAMON, Dentist
Over Newberry's Sc A 10c Store
Telephone 415-W

i

A ROCKLAND PARLOR

TWICE EACH YEAR

Comes New Years Day In
China—How 400,000,000 j

Persons Celebrate
New Year's Day comes twice a year
in China. Out of courtesy to that
newcomer from the West, the "suncalendar." which guides the Govern
ment in dating its bonds and docu
ments. Government offices and schools
observe a New Year's holiday on Jan
1. For most of China's millions, how
ever. the real Chinese New Years Day
came this year on Jan. 24.
"The Chinese lunar calendar year
begins on a variable date which, like
Easter, meanders back and forth three
months, according to the fickle
moon," says a bulletin from the
Washington. D. C.. headquarters of
thf National Geographic Society.
"The year's first thin silver crescent
may appeir at any time from Januaiy to March, but always it is wel
comed with the Feast of the Three
Beginnings—of the year, the month,
and the day.
A

Year's

Holiday

Every-Otheff-Day
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CHICAGO-DENVER ZEPHYRS TO SLASH HOURS
The Burlington Railroad will
place two new streamlined
auper-Dieael powered
Zephyrs in service between
Chicago and Denver this
summer, according to an an
nouncement by President
Ralph Budd.

These new 10-car “silver
streaks” will give overnight
service saving a whole busi
ness day for travelers be
tween the two terminals.

Into

Two Weeks

"When four hundred million people
take a holiday all at the same time,
it has to be a big one." the bulletin
ccntinues. "New Years Day for the
Chinese opens two whole weeks ot
Merrymaking, so thorough that it suf
fices them for the rest of the year.
"This omnibus holiday combines
e.ements which in the United States
would be distributed over seven oc
casions.
With the familiar New
Years Eve watch parties and welcom
ing noises are associated family re
unions. decorations, and gift-giving
as at Christmas; the feasting ot
Tltanksg.ving; the firecrackers and
rockets of the Fourth of July; the re
laxation ol summer vacation; the
fashion parade of Easter; and the
financial frenzy, bcth in spending and
ln feverish debt-juggiing, of a uni
versal pay-day.
"Moreover. New Years Day ln China
is everybody's birthday. On that day.
instead of on anniversaries of birth,
four hundred million people auto
matically become a year older.
"During this red-letter holiday ev
eryone literally sees red—everywhere.
He uses are festooned with thin, ge
ranium-red paper scrolls, inscribed
with texts from the classics. Streets
are littered with scarlet wreckage of
firecrackers. Crimson lanterns in
carved black frames, shaped like
flowers, butterflies, birds and animals. I
swing from door posts. Gifts are ex
changed. wrapped in red striped paper
or economically tied in brown wrap- I
p.r.gs decorated with a little strip of
red. B.g fragrant pyeonies. in all
shades from pink to marc on. decorate
homes of the wealth. Busy hothouses
force their blooms for the gala occa
sion.

SWIFT 16-HOUR SCHEDULE PLANNED
FOR 1,039-MILE RUN BETWEEN CITIES
A study of the most recent fig
road lias spent millions during re
cent months in conditioning its ures on DIesel-o|ierate«l train mile
roadbed between Chicago and Den age up to the first of the year In
ver for high speed travel Indicates tWe United States discloses the fact
that Zephyr service lietween these that the Burlington may lay claim
two cities has been a part of tlie tti more Diesel miles than all other
Burlington plans ever since the railroads combined.
Diesei Mileage Mounting.
epoch-making run of the original
The follow ing table Indicates the
Zephyr in 1934.
distribution by railroad of Diesel
Operating over the shortest line mib-age up to Decemlier .'tl. Itbto.
lietween Chicago and Denver, the totaleil by passenger trains in this
Iienver Zephyrs will make an easy country:
,
overnight run of the 1 ,u.'t!i miles, cov I Zephyrs i Burlington).... CP7.C87
ering the distance in approximately Flying Yankee (RAM).... 177 581
1C hours. While the average run Two Reliels (G M AN).... UW.9R2
ning speed lietween the two termi ('omet (N V. X 11 A H).... *>,479
nals will tie about Co miles per city ..f Portland if I').... TSjOOO
hour, stops at some six or seven Royal Blue (BAD)............ .'19.129
Roadbed Ready.
While plans for the new "Denver of the more important cities en
Zephyrs" have just been announced, route will call for a cruising speed ! Totnl THesel mileage
.1,217,
in United States...
the fact that the Burlingtou Rail j of im» miles an hour or better.

Chicago.—Fulfilling the practical
promise made by the original Bur
lington Zephyr In 1084 with its rec
ord breaking dawn to dusk non-stop
run of 1.015 miles In 785 minutes
lietween Itenver and Chicago, two
new streamlined stainless steel
Zephyrs to be christened the "Den
ver Zephyrs” are soon to be added
to tbe fleet of four Burlington
Zephyrs now in service.
Super-Diesel powered and oper
ated over a right-of-way already
prepared for high speed travel,
these new Irt-ear speedsters will
offer overniglrt service between
Chicago and Itenver slashing many
hours from present schedules.

Subject Of a Water Color
Shown At the Museum Of
Modern Art
Local readers cf the art page of the
New York Times Jan 19. were intere ted to discover a reproduction of a
water-color by Edward Hopper, in the
Rockefeller Gift at the Museum of
Modern Art. entitled Mrs. Achom's
Parlor. Rockland Maine." thi# being,
in the grrup of material from the gift
cf Mrs John D Rockefeller Jr which
la t spring became part of the muse
um's permanent collection. The par
lor is ;hat cf Mrs Asrnath Achorn at
17 Lind cy street, and the picture
fl-ows a ccmer with an old-fa hioncd
o;Ran bearing knick-knacks the ac
companying sto:l. an easv chair with
tcwcled tack, a round table cn which
stands a lamp with a gaily-flowered
glebe, all on a bright large figured
carpet. Mrs. Achorn was delighted
as well as tremendously surprised, to
receive this letter from Mrs. Hopper,
the artist s wife;
"We were surprise^ at finding this
in yes'erday's paper. I'm wondering
whether you are still at 17 Lindsey
slreet and will receive this, and re
member the dav Mr Hopper pa.ntrd
way back in 1926 Several years aft
erward Mrs John D Rockefeller Jr
who 1* herself a New England woman,
saw thks little picture at an exhibition
and bought it. She has now given tt
with many other pictures of various
artists to a New York museum She
Is a very sweet unaffected lady, just
iik? any nice person we m.ght know
anywhere—not the least spoiled or
made silly by her wealth. I think it
was so nice cf her to like this little
picture.
Josephine Hopper
New York. Jan. 20.

WARREN

A succeuful advertiser, like a gucc xful lawyer, muit know, for the
people who read the ads are the ju y that sits in judgment upon every

advertising effort.

Not to know w.iat type of people they are, what

influences their opinions, what th y think about, is to run the risk of
failing to impress them.

And fail are to impress potential customers

is failure to get results.

The rite of baptism and christen
ing was administered recently to
The Courier-Gazette provides, through its exclusive Meyer Both
Marianne, infant daughter of Mr
and Mrs Ban Pellicane by the Rev
franchise, an advertising service which is ftee to The Courier-Gazette
H I Holt of the Warren Congrega
tional Church, with the family circle
advertisers—mats of illustrations, plus ideas, copy and layouts that
present.
have been tested by the Meyer Both Research Department for their
Mrs. Raymond Borneman was
guest Thursday night at a surprise
ability to win the jury.
birthday party arranged tn her honor
by friends The first of the evening
was spent in coasting, following
which the party retired to the home
EARLY SCHOOL DAYS
of Mrs Alfred Oxton to partake of
fish chowder, flanked by two prettily
Mrs. Overlock This Time
FRIENDSHIP
FLORIDA
decorated birthday cakes.
After
Tells How the Youngsters
Mrs Kenneth Rows, daughter
lunch. Mrs. Borneman received
several nice gifts. Those present Virginia and Miss Helen Stetson of
Were Punished
besides Mrs. Borneman and Mrs. Thomaston were visitors Sunday at
Everything in school goes quietly
Oxton were Mrs. Marjorie Ken the home of Mrs. Clayton Oliver.
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
niston. Mrs Mildred Starrett. Miss
Miss Rachel 8tetson who has been
for a little while then there is an in
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
Martha Anderson, Miss Annette confined to her bed for a week wtth
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
terruption. James arises in his seat,
Haskell. Raymond Borneman. How- a severe cold, is sufficiently improved
and says: "Please, teacher, John keeps
June tn
, ard Borneman and Mr. and Mrs. to be about the house.
October
pinching me" John, a mischlevcus
Booklet
) Robert Connell.
Chester Brown and Robert Lash.
bey of 9 or 10 years has already re
on
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Philbrook Jr., were Thomaston visitors Sun
Hotel
Everyone Pays Debts
ceived several black marks for his
Application
J entertained at cards Saturday night day.
Maselynn
pranks.
Stamfora
The Ladies' Aid, meeting tomorrow,
"During the year's last week, the
wtth two tables at play. Guests
DeL Co.
"John come cut here." says the
Corner Second Street
•pepper month.' the business merrywere Mr. and Mrs Leroy Norwood, Wednesday, with Mrs Josie Burns,
H. II. Mase
N. T.
teacher
ar.d
the
bov
advances
to
the
requests
members
to
take
plate,
cup,
go-round is speeded by an almost
Mr. and Mrs A T. Norwood. Mr. and
and Ftrat Avenwe
Manager
open
floor.
"John
you
make
me
a
lot
Mrs William Partridge.
Awards saucer, silverware, and if not solicit
universal payment of debts. 'Both a
Moderate Rates
went to Mr. and Mrs Leroy Norwood, ed. sweets. Plans are in the making
borrower and a lender be' would seem of trouble: I do not know what I shall
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
do
with
you.
I
see
no
other
way
to
tr be an unwritten financial law. and
Mr. Partridge, and Mrs A. T. Nor for a Valentine party to be given Peb
14 On the committee are Hattie [
truly everyone has lent money to all make veu mind tut to ferule you. Howwood.
those he doesn’t owe some to. Even many blows do you think you need?"
Mr and Mrs. Charles Fogs have Lawry Susan Wotton, Marjorie Win
children have bartered toys and food, John begins to get anxious and want
named their son bom Wednesday chenpaw. Lillian Burns and Dorothy
Burns.
perhaps as much in a willingness to ing to make a good trade locks at the
Donald Edgar.
floor
while
the
teacher
tries
to
Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Lawry were
share as to profit. Since the man
Warren Lodge I.OOT . worked the
ln Rockland last Saturday on busi
who doesn't discharge all debts by humble him by an awful suspense. At
third degree u;x)n one candidate Fri ness.
New Years Day can hope for no length he looks uo sheepishly and
day night Light lunch was served
says.
"I
guess
three
or
four
will
do."
Mrs. Nora Burns ls at the home cf
credit during the ensuing year, every
following the meeting.
The above incident happened where
Mrs. Malvina Comery in Waldoboro
effort is made to obtain money. Men
Knox Pomona Grange meets
the teacher was a “schoolma'am” not
Clayton Oliver who has been em
temporarily turn brigands and gam
Saturday with Pioneer Grange. East ployed at the Morse Boat Building
a "schoolmaster.'
Schoolmaster's
blers ‘to save their reputations.’ for
RATES:
Union.
[methods were sterner. They usually
Corp, in Thomaston, has been un
a creditor asks no questions about
Jingle
i took the culprit by the shoulder and
More charming—more alluring than ever—Bette Davis will come WedLouis Sawyer returned to Camden able to work the past two weeks
to Your hotel in BOSTON
the money he receives.
landed
him
in
the
middle
of
the
floor
nesday-Thursday
in
her
greatest
dramatic
triumph
"Dangerous."
drama
of
yesterday
after
spending
the
week

owing to a severe cold.
"The New Years Eve midnight feast
• • • •
before he knew it. The early school- a woman all men found dangerous. Franchot Tone and Allison Skipworth end with his family at the Congrega
*41 MOMS WITH |*T«
provides the only meat which many
500 Rooms
Stac.ai weekly ratal
i master's method of punishment altional parsonage.
HatUe Lawry
cau afford during the entire year. It
are
in
the
cast.
—
adv.
I ways reminded me of a big dog shakThis community was saddened by J
Teague s crew are cutting ice at
t* so extensive that everyone sleeps I ing a small one but early teachers
RADIO
South
Pond,
operations
having
the death of Hattie, wife of Capt.
late on New Years Day before start
SERVIDOR
were noted for discipline, if nothing
started Saturday. The ice is about 16 Zenas Lawry, which occurred Jan.
ing the two weeks' round of social I else.
TUBSHOWER
J
inches thick and of fine, clear quali 20 at her home here. Although Mrs
calls that brings all business to a
[ Sometimes instead of a ferule a
ty. Cutters are Maurice Watts. May- Lawry had been in failing health for
standstill.
I slender birch switch w as used; somenard Creamer, and Douglas Bowley; [ several years, the ent^came suddenly,
"Served in courses, the feast in
1 times the offender was kept in at re
storing in the ice house are Lindley as she was stricken with a sudden ill j
cludes many varieties of sweets as
*» NORTH STATION
cess or stood in the floor Meantime
*a $TfP-Ze.a»#»«e TRAIN-ROOM’
Wiley, and Lyman Randall; men turn and lived only a few hours.
well as more substantial stews. Mac
schcol exercises were conducted as j
hauling by trucks, many getting their
Deceased was born Sept. 14. 1859,
aroni in strands two or three yards
well as could be expected The misown supply also, are Oeorge Martin,' in South Waldoboro, daughter of the
lcng is eagery devoured to insure long
j tress helps the girls to fit their patch- j
Leon Wotten. Roger Teague. Austin late Candance Hoffses and James
life. Meat and vegetables are chopped
work and take up the stitches in their
Gammon, Wendall Studley and Benner. She passed her girlhood in
fine and delicately seasoned, to make
j knitting, or helps the others with the
Ralph Norwood.
that town until her marriage ln 1880
the feast memorable for quality as
' working of a sampler which was a
well as quantity. Hardly a pig, duck,
Joyce Butler, who has been 111, Ls to Capt. Zenas Lawry, since which
necessary feat for every girl in those
time she had made her home in this
chicken, or fish in the Republic is safe
recovering.
days. Withal these interruptions to
until every family is provided with
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills were in community. Mrs. Lawry had been
holiday meat, including even little [ the studies, the girls learn as fast as
Waterville, Sunday. Mr. Mills to at confined to her home by lameness and
I the boys who give their whole time to
pickled fish hardly larger than pins.
tend the union meeting of Mainten was partially blind, but despite her
I them, and the girls are often above
Sticky rice dumplings are as popu
ance and Way Employees of the handicaps she remained a devoted
1 the boys, in the class.. In my next
lar as plum pudding in England, and
Maine
Central R R They report wife and mother, ever pleasant and
communication I will tell something
Our Five Cent Sale is over and many, many thanks for the
congenial. In her early years of mar
rice flour cakes are fried in huge
very icy traveling.
[ about the classes.
genereas patronage. Evidently folks liave learned that when we
ried life she became interested in
numbers days in advance. When the
advrrtise a sale we mean what we say. Wilt try never to deceive
Clara S Overlock
Mrs. Chester Wyllie will entertain
church activities and delighted in be
final dish of the banquet is served,
you. Meanwhile wc have a full stock of merchandise to supply
the Social Service Committee to-day
Washington.
Jan.
25.
ing of service. In her later days
satisfaction and etiquette both dictate
your wants.
(Tuesday) for all day sewing, din
the radio provided much cheer and
that it must be refused.
ner to be served.
MEN’S HEAVY WOOL PANTS
-................................. S2.98 to $5.00
One quart of milk a day may well
company.
"Throughout the holiday season
Abbott Spear of Newton Centre,
MEN'S HEAVY LACED LEG PANTS
$3.00 to $5.00
Survivors are her husband, two
tables are covered with generous be included in a first rate diet for an
‘■Pholo Gract Ltuc "
Mass., has been spending a few days sons. William P. and Alden, both of
MEN'S FLANNEL SHIRTS ........................................... $1.75 to $2.50
bowls of fruits, cakes, and sweets. adult.
ln town.
POPOCATEPETL
MEN'S ZIPPER COATS, all wool ................................................. $4.50
whom are married and live at home;
All callers are invited to partake of
MEN'S MACKINAW'S ..................... .'............................................... $7.50
Maynard Hill returned Sunday to two grandchildren, Hattie
and
melon seeds, plums, peeled oranges,
| WERE is that famous volcano ' on top of a hill around the cave iu
MEN’S WOOL SWEATERS ...........k>.............. $1.50. $1.98, $3.75, $5.00
Lincolnville after passing several Gladys; one sister, Carrie Genthner
lichee nuts, almonds, shredded bam
** which has caused the downfall which four hundred years ago dwelt
BOYS' BREECHES ................................................... $1.25, $2.50, $2.75
weeks with his uncle. Ansel M. Hilt. ot Waldoboro; one brother, Damon
boo, and sugared dates and ginger.
of so many amateur spellers—the the saint Fray Martin de Valencia,
BOYS’ KNICKERS ........................ ............................ $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
hoary-headed Popocatepetl. This j During Leut every year a passion
Mrs. H. W Whitehill who has been Benner of East Friendship; besides
'Old' eggs, hardboiled and preserved
mountain, third highest in North [ play is given here which though
ill for several weeks, will be the a host of friends.
for years, are consumed with relish, Wilhout Calomel—And You'll Jump Out ol Bed in
America, towers over the quaint j somewhat primitive Is extremely
Funeral services were conducted
recipient of a post card shower Fri
along with countless cups of tea. In
lhe Morninf Rutin’ lo Co
little town of Amecaineca Just dramatic and at night when torches
BOYS’ SWEATERS ............................................................. . $1.00, $1.98
Thursday
from the residence, Rev.
day
arranged
by
friends
and
relatives.
p.ace of ivory chopsticks and porce
The liver ohould pour out two pounds of
are used presents a most unique
thirty-five miles from Mexico City
bile into your bowels daily. If thia bile
William
Lewis
of
the
Methodist
lain spoons, some hosts now provide liquid
spectacle.
is not flowing freely, your food doesn't iliyeat.
which Is on the regular route of the
Heavy Wool Stockings for men and boys. Mittens and Gloves
It just decays in the bowela. Gas bloats up
Church officiating. Mrs. Gertrude /
It is from Amecatneca that the
knives and forks.
that will keep you good and warm.
•
your atomach. You set constipated. Your
fortnightly rail-water trips to Mex ascent of Popocatepetl is made. The
Simmons and Mrs. Amy Stebbins
“To make certain of funds suffici whole system ia poisoned and you feel sour,
ico
via
the
Panama
Canal
and
the
sunk and the world looks punk.
ascent—17.794 feet—requires about
sang two beautiful selections. Bear
ent to pay debts and buy holiday
In treating children’s colds,
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
Central Americas.
a day and a half, 4mt the descent
movement doesn't set at the cause. It
ers were Capt. Melvin Lawry, Rufus
supplies, many Chinese join New Year bowel
don’t take
%
Arnceameca Is visited each year ts speeded up In many places by totakes those sood, old Carter s Little Liver
Condon. William Wotton, 8r., and
Societies, wrhlcff resemble the Christ Pills to set these two pounds of bile (lowins
by
hundreds
of
thousands
of
Indians
chances..use
boganning down the snow-covered
freely and make you feel "up and up". Harmafo ub Albion Wotton. Interment was in the
mas Savings clubs of American lass. sentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
for lt has the second most sacred sides on straw mats ateered hy In
freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills by
fhrlne in all Mexico—a chapel built diau guides.
PKOVeD BY 2 GENERATIONS
Roadside cemetery.
frnnltt.”
■MMaaaaaimiBB^
..
uma. Stubbornly refuse anything aba. 26c.
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MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Holel
HOTEL
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NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

Traveling Around America

AYERS

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-
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